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Preface 
The work of Martin Bunder [4] presents a simple version of the Ben 
- Yelles Algorithm as a tree. Given a formula of implicational logic, the 
algorithm determines the (possibly empty) set of X - terms w^hich have 
the given formula as a type. By the formulas as types isomorphism, it 
follows that this determines the set of its proofs. This is done in a finite 
numbers of steps. The algorithm which apphes to intuitionistic logic, has 
been extended to some weaker logics such as BCI, BCK etc. 
In this thesis we extend the Ben - Yelles algorithm to logics with 
connectives other than by using the axiom I- f ^ A, Peirce's law or 
both, i.e. to the logics with implication and intuitionistic negation, 
classical implicational logic and classical logic, as well as certain 
intermediate logics. 
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Combinators are operators which manipulate terms by cancellation, 
duplication, bracketing and permutation. Combinatory logic started with 
Schonfinkel in 1924 (see [13] or [16]) and provides a way of doing logic 
and mathematics without using variables. 
To motivate the combinators, consider the following example: 
Define Axy = x + y and Mxy = x.y (for all x,y) 
to be the addition and multiplication functions in arithmetic. 
And then introduce a function G defined by 
Gxyz = (x.y) + (x.z) (for all x, y, z) 
i.e. Gxyz = A(Mxy)(Mxz). 
Then the function G is defined in terms of A , M and variables. The 
point of combinatory logic is that it allows us to express G without the 
use of any variables. Now, let's assume that we have a function L such 
that for all x, y, z, u and v, we have 
Lxyzuv = x(yzu)(yzv) 
Then G could be constructed within the function calculus of L , A and 
M by taking G to be LAM. 
Gxyz = LAMxyz = A(Mxy)(Mxz) as required. 
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Schonfinkel discovered that it is sufficient to introduce two functions 
(like L) in order to be able to define all other functions. These are the 
combinators S and K, such that for any X, Y and Z we have 
SXYZ = XZ(YZ) 
and 
KXY = X 
If we identify f(xi,x2), (fxi)x2 and fxix2 then " the strong composition 
operator " S, has the property (S(f,g))(x) = f(x,g(x)) and the " constant 
- function " K, has the property (K(a))(x) = a . 
A formal definition of combinator will be given below. 
§2.2 Elementary Concepts 
Definition 1.1 : (Combinator) 
(i) K and S are combinators. 
(ii) If X and Y are combinators, so is (XY). 
(The operation in (ii) is called application.) 
Definition 1.2 : (Term) 
(i) K, S, xi, X2,... are terms. 
(ii) If X and Y are terms, so is (XY). 
Notation : 
(1) "X", "Y", "Z", ... denote arbitrary terms. 
(2) We use association to the left. 
This means, for example, that XYZW stands for (((XY)Z)W). 
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(3) If M , N, P and Q are combinators, then 
(i) M = N will mean that M is the same as N. 
(ii) If we have (MN) = (PQ), then M = P and N = Q. 
Definition 1.3 : (Occurs) 
The term P occurs in Q (or P is a part of Q, or Q contains P) is 
defined by induction on Q, thus: 
(i) P occurs in P; 
(ii) If P occurs in M or in N, then P occurs in (MN) 
The set of all variables occurring in M is called FV(M). 
(The phrase" P occurs in M " may be written " P e M ")• 
Definition 1.4 (Substitution) 
For any M, N, x , define [N/x]M to be the result of substituting N 
for every occurrence of x in M. The precise definition is by induction 
on M, as follows : 
(i) [N/x]x = N; 
(ii) [N/x]a = a where a is an atom and a ^ x; 
(iii) [N/x](PQ) ^ (([N/x]P) ([N/x]Q)); 
For mutually distinct xi, . . . , Xn and for any Ni, . . . , Nn, we 
similarly define [Ni/ xi, . . . , Nn/ Xn]M to be the result of 
simultaneously substituting Ni for xi, N2 for X2, . . Nn for Xn in M. 
Example 1.1 : 
xyz/ x](yxz) = ([xyz/ x]y) ([xyz/ x]x) ([xyz/ x]z) 
= y(xyz)z. 
(Using (iii), (ii), (i) and (ii) respectively.) 
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Definition 1.5 (reduction ) 
The relation X > Y (X reduces to Y) is defined as follows : 
(K) KXY > X 
(S) . SXYZ > XZ(YZ) 
(P) X > X 
( f i ) X > Y => UX > UY 
(V) X > Y XU > YU 
(T) X > Y and Y > Z => X > Z 
Definition 1.6 (Weak Equality) 
We say that X = Y holds if this statement can be deduced 
from die axioms (K), (S),(p) and the rules (|Li), (v), (x) of 
Definition 1.5 with ' =' instead of together with the rule 
X=Y Y=X. 
Now, by using S and K we can build (or define) further useful 
combinators, such as I, B, C,T , B^ W and S' as follows: 
Examples 1.2 : 
(i) The identity operator I = SKK 
If > f. 
Proof: If = SKKf 
> Kf(Kf) 
> f. 
(ii) The composition operator B = S(KS)K 
Bfgx > f(gx). 
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Proof: Bfgx s S(KS)Kfgx 




(iii) The permutation operator C s S(BBS)(KK) 
Cfxy > fyx. 






(iv) The combinator T T = B(B(CSI))(B(BK)(CI)) 
Txyz > yxz 
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(v) The reflex composition operator 
B7gx > g(fx) 
Proof: B'fgx = CBfgx 
> Bgfx 
> g(fx) 
(vi) The "diagonahzing" operator 
Wfx > fxx. 
Proof: Wfx = SS(KI)fx 




(vii) The combinator 
B ' = CB 
W = SS(KI) 
S ' = B(BW)(BBB ) 
S'xyz > yz(xz) 
Proof: S'xyz = B(BW)(BBBOxyz 
> BW(BBB'x)yz 





The combinators S and K are not the only combinators that may be 
taken as primitive functions, one possibihty is to take the combinators 
B, C, K and W [ we can define S = B(B(BW)C)(BB) ], 
also B, B^ K and W [ we can define S = B(BW)(B(B'BOBO]. 
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Notation: 
BCKW - combinatory logic or just BCKW, will be combinatory logic 
with B, C, K and W as primitive combinators and with the reduction 
rules in (ii), (iii) and (vi) replacing (S). 
Also, we can construct weaker systems of combinatory logic like 
BCK, BCI, BCIW,....,etc again with appropriate reduction rules from 
Examples 1.2. BCK is "weaker" than SK, in the sense that B and C can 
be defined using S and K but S can't be defined using just B, C and K 
(see Curry and Feys [7] §5H.3). When we refer to the axioms for the 
members of Q later on, we will mean the appropriate ones of the 
reduction rules given above. Q will always be assumed to be a subset of 
{S, K, I, C , B , W , B ' , S ' , T } . 
We now consider combinatory logics based on a set of combinators Q as 
well as other constants and variables. 
Definition 1.7 : (Q - terms) 
Assume an infinite sequence of symbols called variables, x, y, z, xi, 
X 2 , . . . and a finite or infinite set of symbols called constants, including a 
set of basic combinators Q (Possibly Q = {S,K}.). 
The set of Q - terms is defined inductively by : 
(i) All variables and constants, including the elements of Q, are Q - terms. 
(ii) If X and Y are Q - terms, then so is (XY). 
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An atom is a variable or constant. A closed term is a term containing 
no variables. A Q- combinator is a term whose only atoms are elements 
of Q. 
Examples of SK - terms are : 
KSx(Kx)yz and S(KS)K. ( = combinator B ). 
Definition 1.8 (Types) 
Assume a sequence of symbols a, b, c,... called atomic types; then we 
define types as follows : 
(i) Each atomic type is a type; 
(ii) If a and p are types, then (a ^ p) is a type. 
§1.3 The abstraction algorithm 
The following is an algorithm to find, given an expression (possibly 
involving xi), the SK - combinator which when applied to xi gives back 
the expression: 
(i) [xi]xi = I 
(k) [xi]Y = KY i f x i ^ Y 
(n) [xiJYxi = Y i f x i ^ Y 
(s) [xi]YZ ^ S(KY)(KZ) 
For the algorithm to give a unique "abstract" the clauses must be used in 
the order given i.e.(ikris). (Li the order (iksii), (ri) would never be used.) 
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Combinatorial Completeness : 
If for each term M(Xi ,X2 , . . . ,Xn) formed by application using zero or 
more occurrences of each of X i ,X2 , . . . ,Xn , there is a Q- combinator Z 
such that 
Z X i X 2 . . . X n > M(Xi ,X2, . . . ,Xn) 
Q- combinators are said to be combinatorially complete. 
A s the abstraction algorithm applies to all terms, { S , K , 1 } is 
combinatorially complete. 
This combinator Z can be defined as 
Z = [x i ] [X2] ...[Xn] M(xi,x2,. . . ,xn) 
which we abbreviate to [xi,x2,...,xn] M(xi,x2,...,Xn) 
Theorem 1.1 
(i) ([xi,X2,...,Xn]X) xix2. . .xn > X 
(ii) ([xi ,X2,.. . ,Xn]X) X i X 2 . . . X n > [ X i / Xi, . . . , X J x J X 
Proof : 
SeeHindley & Seldin [10] Theorem 2.20. 
Example 1.3 : 
[x i , X2]X1X2X2 = 
Example 1.4 : 
[xi , X2,X3]X1X3X2 
[X1]S([X2]X1X2)([X2]X2) 
'xiJSxiI 
S([x i ]Sx i ) ( [x i ] I ) 
S S ( K I ) . 
= [xi, X2]S([X3]X1X3)([X3]X2) 
= [xi, X2]Sxi(Kx2) 
^ [XI]S([X2](SXI))([X2]KX2) 
^ [ x i ] S ( K ( S x i ) ) K 




= S(S(KS)(S(KK)S))(KK). ( = C) 
§1.4 Combinators as functions and types as 
theorems 
If X G a ( we will also write X : a) and Y e (3 in the usual set 
theoretic sense, 
then KXY = X g a . 
So KX is a function from p into a 
i.e. KX : p ^ a 
but then K is a function from a into P a 
i.e. K : a (p a). 
If Z : a, X : a (p y) and Y : a ^ p 
then XZ : p y and YZ : p and so XZ (YZ) : y 
Now since SXYZ = XZ (YZ) : y, 
SXY : a -> y 
and SX : (a p) (a y) 
and so S : (a (P y)) ((a p) (a ^ y)). 
These sets will be denoted by expressions called types formed from type-
variables a, b, c, ... by the rule that if a and p are types then (a p) is a 
type. 
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The application formation rule for terms with types, illustrated above, 
is as follows : 
-^e If X : a ^ p and Y : a then (XY) : p. 
This rule is part of the formal system TAc of type assignment. The 
above type assignments to K and S are axioms of TAq. 
(For details, see [12] definition 14.5.) 
For example; 
S : (a -> ((p a) a)) (a -> (p a)) (a -> a) 
and K : a ^ ((p a) ^ a)) 
so SK : (a ^ (p a)) ^ (a a) 
and as K : a ^ (P ^ a) 
so SKK = I : a -> a. 
What we have above is a Hilbert style proof of the intuitionistic 
implicational theorem a a from axioms which are substitution 
instances of the types of K and S. The whole proof is represented by the 
single combinator SKK. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 
(i) Every combinator that has a type, has one which is a theorem of 
intuitionistic implicational logic. 
(ii) Every theorem of intuitionistic implicational logic is the type of at 
least one combinator that represents a Hilbert style proof of that theorem. 
Proof: 
(i) Any combinator is built up from K's and S's by apphcation and the 
type of the combinator is built up by rule -^e above from the types of K 
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and S. The part of this derivation dealing with the types only is an 
intuitionistic proof of the formula represented by the type. 
(ii) Every theorem of intuitionistic implicational logic is derivable by 
modus ponens from the axioms which are the types of K and S. 
Hence a combinator representing this proof can be constructed with one 
application for each use of modus ponens. 
Example 1.5 : 
By the algorithm above, we have 




Now, if X2X1 : a and xi : (3 for some set p, then X2 : P cx 
and thus, if Lxix2 = x2xi 
then Lxi : (p ^ a ) ^ a 
and so L = S(K(SI))K : a ^ (p a ) a 
Thus L represents a Hilbert style proof of a - > ( P - ^ a ) - ^ a . 
Notation : 
Parentheses will often be omitted from types, and the reader should 
restore them in such a way that, for example, 
( a p Y) a p = ((a (p ^ T)) (a ^ p)) 
This restoration rule is called association to the right. 
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Example 1.6 : 
To find type of the combinator B = S(KS)K consider 
S : (a ^ p y ) (a p) a y 
(To simplify writing, we denote the type of this S by a^. i.e. Sra^) 
and K : aj (p y) aj 
then KS : (p y) ^ â  
now S : ((p ^ y) ^ a j ^ ((p y) a ^ p y) (P 
^ y) (a -> p) ^ a y 
then S(KS) : ((p ^ y) ^ a p y) (p -> y) ^ (a p) 
a y 
then S(KS)K : (p -> y) (a p) a y 
and so B : (p y) -> (a ^ p) ^ a ^ y 
Hence, we have a Hilbert style proof of 
which is represented by the combinator B. 
Note that in Chapter 4, we will show how we can find natural 
deduction style proofs of imphcational formulas by using the Ben -Yelles 
algorithm and by using the translations in Chapter 3, we can translate 
these proofs back to combinators such as B representing Hilbert- style 
proofs. 
Definition 1.9 : ( Principal type , p.t.) 
a is a p.t. of a Q - term X if I- X : a ' holds for a type a ' when 
and only when a ' is a substitution instance of a . 
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Example 1.7 : 
I has p.t.s. a a. 
Proof : See Hindley & Seldin [10] Ex. 14.34. 
The principal types of the combinators considered in Examples 1.2 are :-
I : a ^ a 
K : a ^ b -> a 
S : (a ^ b c) ^ (c b) a c 
B : (a ^ b) -> (c ^ a) ^ c b 
W : ( a - ^ a - ^ b ) - > a ^ b 
B ' : (a -> b) (b ^ c) a c 
S ' : (a b) ^ (a b -> c) ^ a -> c 
All substitution instances of these will be available as axioms. 
Note that not every combinator has a type, for example WW has no 
type. The first W must have type The 
second must then have type a ^ a ^ p = 
for some Y and 5. This gives a = ( Y - > T ^ 5 ) = Y , which is 
impossible. 
§ 1.5 Combinator reductions and Proof reductions 
We note that the reduction rules for K and S, when apphed to typed 
terms, correspond to proof reductions or proof normahzations. 
Now, using we can see the normalization of the (K) and (S) 
reduction rules as follows :-
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(K) KXY > X corresponds to the normalization 
Di 
K : a - > ( 3 - » a X : a 
KX : p -> a Y : p to Di 
^ e X : a 
KXY : a D3 
D3 
r 
where D3 is obtained from D3 by replacing appropriate occurrences of 
KXY by X. 
(S) SXYZ > XZ(YZ) corresponds to the normalization 
Di 
D2 
SX : ( a - > p ) ^ a - ^ y Y : a - ^ p 
^ ^ D3 
SXY : a-> y Z : a 
-^e 
S X Y Z : y 
D4 
To 
Di Ds D2 D3 
X : a - > B ^ y Z : a Y : a - > B Z : a 
-^e -^e X Z : p - ^ y Y Z : P ^ ^ 
XZ(YZ) : y 
D4 
where D4 is obtained from D4 by replacing appropriate occurrences of 
SXYZ by XZ(YZ). 




The X- calculus is a formal system based on a function notation 
invented by Alonzo Church in the 1930's. The main feature is that, as for 
combinatory logic, it is higher order (i.e. it gives a systematic notation for 
operators whose input and output values may be other operators). It 
considers functions as unary rules, it allows the replacement of any higher 
order function of 2- places or more by a function of one- place. 
We use Xx. X to mean the function whose value at x is X. 
For example Xx. sin x = sin 
and using (Xx. sin x ) 2 rather than (^x . sin x ) (2) we have : 
(^x . sin X ) 2 = sin 2 
Also ( ^x . x2 ) X = x2 
and so (^x . x^ ) 2 = 4 . 
In everyday mathematics, an expression such as " 2x + 5y " can be 
considered as defining either a function f of x or a function g of y. 
A convenient way to distinguish these two functions is to introduce a 
symbol " and define 
f = ^x.2x + 5y and g = Xy.2x + 5y 
We say that prefixing " ^ x " abstracts the function ^x.2x + 5y from 
the expression " 2x 4- 5y This gives us a systematic way of constructing. 
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for each expression involving " x a notion for the corresponding 
function of x. This is the starting point of the theory of X - calculus. 
For the function f , we have as an example 
f 3 = 6+5y and f 5 = 10 + 5y 
In A. - notation these equations became 
(?ix.2x + 5y) 3 = 6 + 5y and (Xx.2x + 5y) 5 = 10 + 5y 
This notation can be extended to functions of more than one variable. 
For example, the expression " 2x + 5y " correspond to two functions fi 
and gi of two variables, defined by 
fi(x, y) = 2x + 5y and gi(y, x) = 2x + 5y 
Writing fixy for fi(x, y) and gixy for gi(x, y), this can be denoted by 
f i = Xxy.lx + 5y and gi = Xyx2x + 5y 
However, we can avoid the need for a special notation for functions of 
several variables by using functions whose values are not numbers but 
functions. For example, instead of using the two place function fi , we 
can represent fi by a one-place function f i* defined by 
f i* = Xx.{Xy.2x + 5y) 
For each number a, we have fi a = Ay.2a + 5y 
Hence, for each pair of numbers a and b, we have 
(fi* a) b = (Ay.2a + 5y) b = 2a + 5b = fi (a,b) 
thus, f i* can be viewed as " representing " fi . 
So we shall only need a X - notation for functions of one variable. 
A formal definition of lambda terms will be given below. 
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§2,2 Elementary Concepts and Definitions 
We assume that we have an infinite sequence of variables (denoted by i 
X, y, z,...etc) and a finite (possibly empty) or infinite sequence of 
constants. 
Definition 2.1 ( X - terms ) 
The set of expressions, called X- terms, is defined inductively as 
follows: 
(i) All variables and constants are X- terms and are called atoms. 
(ii) If M and N are any X- terms, then (MN) is a term and is called 
an application. 
(iii) If M is any X- term and x is any variable, then XxM is a term 
and is called an abstraction. 
Examples of A.-terms : 
(^x.xz ) , (x(Xx.(Xx.x))) and ((Xy.y)(Xz.(^y)))-
Notation: " = " 
If M , N, P and Q are -terms, then 
(1) M = N will mean that M is the same term as N. 
(2) If we have MN = PQ, then M = P and N = Q. 
(3) If XxM = A.y.P, then x = y and M = P. 
Parentheses and repeated X 's will often be omitted in such a way that, 
for example; 
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^ixyz.N = (?ix.(?iy.(?iz.N))) 
This way of restoring parentheses is called association to the right for 
X- abstractions. 
However, we use association to the left for the appHcations such as 
NMPQ = (((NM)P)Q). 
Definition 2.2 : (Occurs) 
The X - term P occurs in Q (or P is subterm of Q, or Q contains P) is 
defined by induction on Q, thus: 
(i) P occurs in P; 
(ii) if P occurs in M or in N, then P occurs in (MN); 
(iii) if P occurs in M or P = x, then P occurs in (?LX.M). 
For the second example above, (x(^x.(>.x.x))) , the first occurrence 
of X is not the same as the other x's. This difference is explained in the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.3 (Free and bound variables) 
An occurrence of a variable x in a term P is bound if it occurs in a 
part of P of the form ^x.M ; otherwise it is free.If x has at least one 
free occurrence in P, it is called a free variable of P. The set of all such 
variables is called FV(P). 
For example, in the lambda term P = vux (yz) (A.v.vy) the first v is 
free but the other v's are bound , u, x, y are all free and so 
FV(P)= {v, u, X, y}. 
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Definition 2.4 (Substitution) 
For any M, N, x , define [N/x]M to be the result of substituting N 
for every free occurrence of x in M, and making any changes of bound 
variables needed to prevent variables free in N from becoming bound in 
;N/X]M. The precise definition is by induction on M, as follows : 
(i) [N/x]x = N; 
(ii) [N/x]a = a where a is an atom and a ^ x; 
(iii) [N/x](PQ) ^ (([N/x]P) ([N/x]Q)); 
(iv) [N/x] (Xx.?) = Xx,?; 
(v) [N/x](?iy.P) = Xy.P i f x ^ FV(P); 
(vi) [N/x] (;^y.P) = ;^y.[N/x]P if x e FV(P) and y ^ FV(N); 
(vii) [N/x](Xy.P) = :^z.[N/x] [z/y] P i f x G F V ( P ) and y e FV(N). 
(In (vii), z is chosen to be the first variable such that z ^ FV(NP).) 
Example 2.1 : 
(a) [y(^x. x)/x] (y(^y. y)) ^ ([y(^x. x)/x] y) ( [y(^x. x)/x] (^y.y)) 
= y (^y- y). 
(Using (iii), then (ii) and (v).) 
(b) [(;iy.xy)/x](;iy. x(^x. x)) 
= A-y. ( [(A.y.xy)/x] (x(A.x. x) ) 
(Using (vi), as X G FV(x(A.x. x)) and y ^ FY(Xy. xy).) 
^ Ay. ( [(Ay.xy)/x] (X)) ( [(Ay.xy)/x] (Ax. x) ) 
= Ay. (Ay.xy) (Ax. x) ) 
(Using (iii), then (i) and (iv).) 
Definition 2.5 (Closed terms) 
A closed term is a term with no free variables. 
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Examples of closed terms : 
Xx. X , A,xy.x , ^xyz.xz(yz) , ^xyz.x(yz) and Xxy.xyy . 
Now, let a term P contain an occurrence of A.x. M, and let y^FV(M). 
The act of replacing this A.X.M by A.y. [y/x]M is called a change of 
bound variable in P (a-conversion), i.e we have the following rule 
( a ) A.X.M > Xy.[y/x]M where y^FV(M). 
We say P Q if Q has been obtained from P by using a finite series 
of changes of bound variables. 
Example 2.2: 




= Xwuv. wv(uv). 
Definition 2.6 ( P - reduction) 
Any term of the form (A.x.M)N is called a P- redex and the 
corresponding term [N/x]M is called its contractum, and we call 
(¡^x.M)N >ip [N/x]M a p- contraction. 
We say P P- reduces to Q , or P >p Q 
if Q is obtained from P by a finite (perhaps empty) series of 
3 -contracrions and changes of bound variables. 
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Consider the multiple abstraction 
XxAy.(x+y) , the addition function. 
(?ix.?iy.(x+y))5 >p ?iy.(5+y) Then 
and so ((>.x.À,y.(x+y))5)6 >p (>.y.(5+y))6 
5+6 = 11 > P 
Lemma : (i) P Q ^ FV(P) = FV(Q). 
(ii) P > i p Q F V ( P ) 3 F V ( Q ) 
Proof : see Hindley and Seldin [10] §1B and Hindley [11] §1B. 
To define p- reduction more formally we mention the following rules : 
(r|) ^x.Mx > M 
M > N XxM > Xx.N 
and also (|i), (v), ( t ) and (p) from Definition 1.4. 
A reduction that includes rule (r|) is called Pr| - reduction and often 
denoted by . A reduction that does not include (r|) is called P-
reduction and denoted by >p . If only rule (r|) is used we sometimes write 
>11 • 
Example 2.3 : 
(i) ( ^ x . y ) M 
(ii) (?LX.(?iy. yx)z)v 
(iii) (Xx. x(xy)) M 










;M/X] y = y 
v / x ] ({Xy.yx) z ) = (Xy.yw) z 
z/y](yv) = zv. 
M(My). 
(Xx. xxy)(Xx. x x y ) y 
(Xx. xxy)(Xx. x x y ) y y 
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§2.3 Lambda terms as proofs and types as theorems 
-terms can be assigned types (like combinators). 
For example, if x eZ , y g Z then x+y g Z, 
so X-y.x+y : Z ^ Z 
and so Xx.Xy.x-^y : Z -> (Z Z). 
The formal system of type-assignment used here is TA^ of [12; 
Definition 15.6. We regard a - convertible terms as identical and so omit 
that definition's a - rule. When assigning types to variables we assume 
that no variable receives more than one type (cf. [12], above Lemma 
14.30). The two type - assignment rules are :-
-^e if X : a ^ p and Y : a then (XY) : p 
a 
Y : B 
^x.Y : a ^ 3 
Examples 2.4 : 
(i) If X G a and y e p 
then ^y.x : p a 
and Xxy.x : a -> (p ^ Y) 
(ii) If X G a ^ ( p ^ y ) , y G a ^ p 
then xz : p 1 and 
so xz(yz) : Y 
and ^z.xz(yz) : a ^ Y etc. 
and z G a 
yz: p 
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y : p 
(2) 
X : a 
-^i (2) ^y.x : p a 




X : a (p y) z : a 
xz : p Y 
(2) 
y : a p (3) z : a 
yz : p 
xz(yz) : Y 
(3) 
Àz.xz(yz) : a Y 
(2) 
Àyz.xz(yz) : (a P ) -> (a ^ Y) 
(1) 
>.xyz.xz(yz) : (a (p -^Y)) ((a p ) ^ (a -> Y)) 
fig. 2.2 
Now, what we have in figures 2.1 and 2.2, are the natural deduction style 
proofs of the intuitionistic implicational theorems cx (P -> a) 
and ( a -> (p -^Y)) ((a p ) (a ^ Y)) . 
The proofs are represented by the lambda terms A,xy.x and ^xyz.xz(yz). 
We have the following general theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1: 
(i) Every lambda term that has a type, has one which is a theorem of 
intuitionistic implicational logic. 
(ii) Every theorem of intuitionistic implicational logic is the type of at 
least one lambda term which represents a natural deduction style proof of 
that theorem. 
Proof : Similar to that of Theorem 1.2 . 
In Chapter 4 , through the Ben - Yelles algorithm, we will be able to 
find X- terms, if any, that constitute proofs of a given formula of the 
intuitionistic implicational logic. 
We can translate lambda terms to combinators and vice versa as follows :-
^ [x] X 
K => Xxy.x 
S => >^xyz.xz(yz) 
So, any natural deduction style proof in intuitionistic implicational logic 
can be translated to a Hilbert style proof and vice versa. 
Note that it is not true that every lambda term has a type, for example 
^x.xx has no type. 
To see this, suppose that Xx.xx has a type A B, then we have 
x : A and xx : B and so x : A and x : A B which is impossible. 
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§ 2.4 Long normal forms 
Definition 2.7 : (p - normal form) 
A term P which contains no P - redexes is called a term in P -
normal form. If a term P >p Q in P - normal form, then Q is called 
a P - normal form of P. Also we define an P r| - normal form to 
be a term without P r| - redexes. 
The Church- Rosser Theorem (see Hindley and Seldin [10] App.l) 
implies that P - normal forms and p t| - normal forms are unique. 
Example 2.5 : 
From example 2.3(ii) we have yx)z)v >p zv and 
so zv is the p - normal form of yx)z)v . 
But in 2.3(iv) we have 
(^x. xxy)(A,x. xxy) >p (Xx. xxy)(Xx. xxy) y 
>p (Xx. xxy)(Xx. xxy) yy . . . etc 
where these are the only possible reductions, so (^x. xxy)(^x. xxy) 
has no P - normal form. 
Any X - term in normal form is of the form X,xi ... Xn . XiXi ... Xk 
where n > 0, k > 0 and Xi, ... , Xk are in normal form. 
Definition 2.8 : (long normal form) 
A X - term Xxi ... Xn . xiXi ... Xk with type t , n > 0 and k > 0, is 
said to be in long normal form with respect to x if it is in p - normal 
form, Xi, ... , Xk are in long normal form with respect to types Ti , . . . 
, Tk and Xi has type Ti • • • ^ Tk a for an atomic type a. 
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Note that : (i) Any X - term Xxi ... Xn . xiXi ... Xk , where 
Xi, ... , Xk are in long normal form and Xi has type Ti • • • Xm 
a where m > k , has long normal form 
where X: , . . . , X : are not free in xiXi ... Xk 
(ii) Any X - term with a type has a P - normal form and so long 
normal form.(see Hindley [11] §2D5). 
Definition 2.9 : (Inhabitant, Long(T) ) 
An inhabitant of a type T is a closed X - term M in P - normal 
form such that M : t is provable using rules —>e and —>i only. The 
set of inhabitants in long normal form of the given type T is called 
Long(T) . 
Example 2.6 : 
Let T = ( a - ^ b ) - ^ a ^ b , M = Xx . x and N = ^xy . xy . 
From figures 2.3 and 2.4 below, we have I- M : t and I- N : t . 
(I) (2) 
X : a ^ b y : a 
^e -
xy : b 
(I) ->i - (2) 
x : a - > b X . y . x y : a - > b 
->i - - (1) - (1) 
A-x . X : (a -> b) ^ a ^ b Xxy . xy: (a ^ b) -> a -> b 
fig. 2.3 fig. 2.4 
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But M ^ Long (x) because in the deduction of M : x the head -
variable x receives the type a b, thus making x "hungry" for an 
argument with type a. On the other hand NG Long (x) because x has an 
argument in N, 
The set of long inhabitants of type (x) can be reduced to the set of 
inhabitants in P r | - normal form of the same type (x) by r|- reduction. 
The reduced inhabitants now represent normalized proofs. 
§2.5 Lambda Reductions and Proof Reductions 
We show how the X- reduction rules, ((3) and (ri) when applied to 
typed terms, correspond to proof reductions or proof normalizations : 
(p) (:^x.M)N > [N/x]M corresponds to the normalization 
(I) 
X : a 
Di 
M : p (1) 
^x.M : a ^ p 
(XxM)N : p 
D2 
N : a to 
D2 
N : a 
[N/x] Di 
N/x] M : p 
This reduction procedure, when carried out at all possible places in a 
proof, normalizes the proof in the sense that no -»e rule has as its major 
premise a formula (type) formed by an -^i rule. 
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Note that in most cases this procedure gives a shorter proof, however 
if X : a is used several times in Di and D2 is long , the length of the 
proof may be increased by this reduction. 
(r|) X-x.Mx > M , X ^ FV(M) corresponds to the normalization 
Di (I) 
M : a p X : a 
^ e Mx : p Di (1) to M : a p 
^x.Mx : a P 
where x does not occure free in Di and hence does not occur free in M. 




We know, from Chapter 2, that for each X - term there is a 
corresponding combinatory term formed using the combinators K and 
S. Also for each SK - term there i s a X - term. Each typed X - term 
represents a natural deduction style proof, the corresponding combinator 
represents a Hilbert style proof of the same theorem. 
In this chapter we will discuss the translations of Q - combinators, 
where Q is weaker than SK, into X- terms and the translation of certain 
X - terms into Q- combinators. These X - terms will represent proofs in 
natural deduction systems equivalent to the Hilbert - style Q - logics. This 
forms a basis for proof generating programs for these logics developed in 
Chapter 9. 
Trigg et al [17], has algorithms for finding the terms ?ixix2...Xn.Y 
where Y is A.- free, which can be translated into combinatory terms using 
a particular base set Q. The set of these Y's is the set of terms for which 
there is a term M, made up of elements of the basis Q and perhaps 
variables other than xi,x2,..-,Xn such that 
Mxix2...XN >Q Y 
where >Q is reducibility by the axioms for the members of Q. For each 
base, such an M was obtained by a particular algorithm. 
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In Bunder [6], some of these algorithms were simplified, extended to 
some more bases and extended to translate arbitrary X - terms, rather 
than just those of the form Xxi ... x^ . Y with Y X - free, into Q -
combinators. 
First, we will Ust the relations between some bases. 
§3.2 Relations between some bases of combinators 
In Chapter 1, we introduced a Q - combinator as a term formed by 
elements of a set Q by using the application operation. Now, we define a 
relation "strictly weaker than" between these Q's as follows :-
Definition 3.1 (Strictly weaker " p " ) 
We say that Q ' is strictly weaker than Q or Q ' p Q if : 
(i) Every member X of Q M s definable in Q, in the sense that there is 
a Q - combinator X* satisfying the reduction axiom for X. 
(ii) There is a member of Q which is not definable in Q'. 
From Trigg et al [17] we hst the following relations between some 
bases and add two more. 
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figure 3.1 
3.3 Translation algorithms 
X Q - terms are formed by application and X - abstraction from 
variables, elements of Q and perhaps noncombinator constants. 
A Q- term (or ^ Q - term) Y can be translated into a X- term Y;̂  
by replacing the elements of Q in Y as follows :-
I by = ;^xi .xi 
K by Kx = ?^xix2.xi 
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s by Sx = ?lXiX2X3 . XiX3(X2X3) 
B by B , = A,XIX2X3 . Xi(X2X3) 
B ' by B \ = ^XiX2X3 . X2(XiX3) 
C by Cx = ^XiX2X3 . X1X3X2 
W by Wx = A,XiX2 . X1X2X2 
S ' by XX1X2X3 . X2X3(X1X3) 
A mapping * from X Q - terms to Q - terms will be defined by 
(i) a* = a 
(ii) (MN)* = M*N* 
(iii) {Xx . M)* = A.*x . M* 
where * is usually a sequence of some of the following clauses :-
(i) = I 
(k) . M = KM if X ^ FV(M) 
(Ti) ?i*x.Mx = M i f x ^ F V ( M ) 
(s) . MN = S( ;\.*x . M)( . N) 
(b) . MN = BM( . N) if x ^ FV(M) 
(c) X*x . MN = C( X*x . M)N if X ^ FV(N) 
Note that an atom can be a variable or a constant that is not translated 
(such as fe in Chapter 6). 
Example 3.1 : 
If * = (ikr|s) the abstraction algorithm used in §1.3, then 
A.*XiX2X3 . Xi(X2X3) = Vxi . ( Vx2 • (A.*X3 • Xi(X2X3))) 
^ . ( ^*X2 . (S(^*X3 . Xi)(^*X3 . X2X3)))) 
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= . ( ?L*X2.S(Kxi)X2)) 
= X * x i , S ( K x i ) 
= S(? i*x i .S ) (? i*x i .Kxi ) 
= S(KS)K. (In SK- logic). 
But if * = (ir|b) then 
A.*XiX2X3 . Xi(X2X3) = . ( X \ 2 • - Xi(X2X3))) 
^ ^*X1.(^*X2.(BX1(^*X3.X2X3))) 
= ?l*Xi . ( ?L*X2.BxiX2) 
= . Bxi 
= B 
So by using different translation algorithms * , which we define 
formally below, we can find Hilbert-style proofs for a given 
implicational formula in different logics. 
We will be interested in a particular kind of mapping from X - terms to 
Q - terms called a " Q - translation Algorithm " for Q = BCI , B C K , 
BB I,...etc. 
Definition 3.2 : (Q - translation algorithm) 
A mapping * from X - terms to Q - terms is said to be a Q -
translation algorithm if:-
(A) For every Q- combinator X, is defined and 
X^* = X 
(B) If for a X - term Y, Y* is defined and is a Q- term, then there is a 
A.-term Yi such that 
Y.; , >Q Yl Y 
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where >Q means that only full or partial reductions involving the X-
versions of Q- combinators are used and involves only r| and a 
reductions. 
A X- term Y is Q- definable if there is a Q- translation algorithm * 
for which Y* is a Q- term. 
Example 3.2 : I f Q = SK 
By Example 3.1 
( ?IX1X2X3 . Xi(X2X3))*;̂  = (S(KS)K)j^ 
= (?lXiX2X3 . XIX3(X2X3))(K;^S;^)(K;^) 
>SK ?tX3.K;^S;^X3(Kj^X3) 
= XX2 . (>.XiX2 . XI)S^X3(K;^X3) 
>SK . S;^(K;^X3) 
= ^X3 . (̂ X4X5X6 . X4X6(X5X6))(K;̂ X3) 
>SK • (A.X5X6 . K^X3X6(X5X6)) 
= ^X3 . (>.X5X6 . (Xxy . X)X3X6(X5X6)) 
>SK . (^X5X6 . X3(X5X6)) 
= A.X3X5X6 . X3(X5X6). 
Propert ies of Q- translation algorithms. 
(For proofs see Bunder [6]) 
(1) If * is a Q- translation algorithm, then for every Q- term X , X̂ *̂ is 
defined and 
^X* = X 
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(2) If * is a Q- translation algorithm, then if U and V are terms 
for which U* and V* are defined and are Q- terms, we have 
U V « U . V . 
where is the equality which is the closure of >Q under (|Li), 
(V), (a), (X) and (T]). 
(3) If * is a Q- translation algorithm and Y * is defined and is a Q- term, 
then we have 
(A<x .Y)*x Y* 
(4) If Q is any basis set for which X and Y are Q- terms, then 
X > Q Y ^ X , > Q Y , 
(5) If Z is Q - definable, then there is a Q -term X such that 
(6) If X is a Q - term and diere is a Q - translation algorithm, then X;^ is 
Q - definable. 
§3.4 The bases SK, BCK, BCI and BCIW 
To find translation algorithms for these bases we need the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1 
If U is a - term for which U* is defined, then 
(i) If * is the (irjks) algorithm, >KS U* 
(ii) If * is the (ir|kbc) algorithm, ( ? I *x .U* )x > B C K 
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(iii)If * is the (irjbc) algorithm, (X*x.\J^)x >3^1 U* 
( iv)If * is the (iTibcs) algorithm, > B C I W U * 
Proof (ii) : 
By induction on the length of U* (where I = CKK). 
If U* = X , then 
(X*x.U*)x = (X*x.x)x =Ix >bck X = U* 
If U* = Uix where x ^ FV(Ui), then 
= (?i*x.Uix)x = Uix = u* 
If X ^ FV(UO, then 
(X*x.U*)x = KU*x > B C K U* 
If U* = U 1 U 2 where x G FV(U2 ) - FV(Ui) and U2 ^ x , then 
(X*x.U.)x = B U I ( ? I * X . U 2 ) X > B C K UI((?i*x.U2)x) > B C K U1U2 = U * 
by the induction hypothesis. 
If U * = U 1 U 2 where x G F V ( U I ) - F V ( U 2 ) then 
( ; I*x.u*)x = C ( ? L * X . U l ) U 2 X > B C K ( ? ^ * X . U I ) X U 2 > B C K U 1 U 2 
by induction hypothesis. 
Cases (i), (iii) and (iv) are similar. 
Lemma 3.2 
(i) (ir|ks) is an SK - translation algorithm. 
(ii) (irjkbc) is a BCK - translation algorithm. 
(iii) (ir|bc) is a BCI - translation algorithm. 
(iv) (ir|bcs) is a BCIW - translation algorithm. 
Proof (ii) : 
For every BCK- combinator X, if * = (irjkbc) then Xĵ * is defined and 
X;̂ * = X. So Definition 3.2(A) holds. 
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We prove (B) by induction on the length of the X- term Y. 
If Y is an atom, then Y*;̂  = Y 
If Y = UV, then Y*;̂  = ŷW ̂ ^ and by the inductive hypothesis 
we have a Ui and Vi such that 
Y * ; , ^ >BCK U I V I U V ^ Y 
If Y = A^x.Xx where x ^ FV(X), then 
By the induction hypothesis there is an Xi such that 
B̂CK X Y 
If Y = ^x.UV where x G FV(V) - FV(U) , then 
Y.;^ = = (UVX.U(VX)) (U*;,) (^X.V)*;, 
^BCK = Xx. U*;^ 
>BCK ^Y Lemma 3.1 and property (4). 
On the other hand, 
if Y = Xx.UW where and x E F V ( U ) - F V ( V ) , then 
Y*;,^ = C = ( ^ U V X . U X V ) 
>BCK X V*;^ = X x . ( ( > . * X . U * ) X);^ V*;^ 
>BCK ^^^^ ^y Lemma 3.1 and property (4). 
Now by the induction hypothesis there exist Ui and Vi such that 
U*;̂  V.;^ >BCK Ui VI :^x.UV = Y 
Hence (irikbc) is a BCK - translation algorithm. 
Cases (i), (iii) and (iv) are similar. 
In order to clarify the X- terms definable using these bases Q, we need 
the following definition. 
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Definition 3.3 : 
If xi, X2, ...... is a given sequence"of variables and fx: , . . . , X: 
is a subset of these variables, then 
(i) A A. Q - or ^ Q - term is in Once(ii,....,in) if each of Xî , . . . 
, Xĵ  appears free exactly once in the term and if in every subterm 
...Xj^ . Y of the term, Y is in Once(ji, jk). 
( We write Oncen for Once(l, 2, n). ) 
(ii) A X Q - or - term is in Once"(ii,....,in) if each of x^ ,̂ . . 
. , Xĵ  appears free at most once in the term and if in every subterm 
...Xj^ . Y of the term, Y is in Once" Gi. ••• Jk ) . 
( We write O n c e 'n for Once"(l, 2,..., n), ) 
(iii) A -, Q - or ?iQ - term is in Once"(ii,....,in) if each of x^ ,̂ . 
. . , Xî  appears free at least once in the term and if in every subterm 
X Xĵ  ...Xj^ . Y of the term, Y is in Once^ O'l. jk). 
( We write Once^n for Once"(l, 2, n). ) 
Example 3.2 : XiX2X3(AX4X5 . X4X6X5)X7X7 
G Once(l,2,3,6) n Once-(l,2,3,4,5,6) n Once"(l,2,3,6,7). 
Theorem 3.1 
(i) The set of SK- definable terms is A. (A denotes all X - terms) 
(ii) The set of BCI- definable terms is A n Once(). 
(iii) The set of BCK- definable terms is A n Once~( ). 
(iv) The set of BCIW- definable terms is A n Once^( ). 
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Proof (iii) : 
If Y G A n Once"(ii,i2, for some ii,i2, ...,in we show by 
induction on Y that Y is BCK-definable using the (irikbc) algorithm. 
Case 1 : If Y is an atom, then Y ĵ̂ î̂ c) = ^ 
Case 2 : If Y = UV, U G A n Once-(ji,j2, ...,jr) and V g A n 
Once"(mi,m2, ...,ms) where G1J2, —Jr) and (mi,m2, ...,ms) are disjoint 
subsequences of (ii,i25 ...,in) and r+s < n, then by the induction hypothesis 
U and V are BCK-definable using the (irjkbc) algorithm and 
Y(iT|kbc) = "̂ (iTikbc) 
Case 3 : If Y = Zxp where XP ^ FV(Z) then Zxp G A n 
Once"(ii,i2, ...,ir,p). Then by the induction hypothesis Zxp is BCK-
definable as Ẑ ĵ ĵ ^̂ ^Xp and 
Y(iTikbc) = Z(iTikbc) 
Case 4 : If Y = >.XP. UV where UV G A n Once"(ii,i2, . . . ,ir,p) and so 
XP G F V ( V ) - F V ( U ) or XP G F V ( U ) - F V ( V ) 
Then, for similar disjoint sequences to the above we have 
U G A n Once"(j i , j2, . . . , j r ) and V G A n Once"(mi,m2, ...,ms,p) 
or 
U G A n Once"(jij2, . . . , jr ,p) and V G A n Once"(mi,m2, ...,ms) 
In the former case U,V and Xx^N are BCK- definable and 
Y(iTikbc) - Xp-̂ (iTikbc)) 
In the latter case U,V and X<XP.U are BCK- definable and 
Y(iTlkbc) - V(î kbc) 
Thus the set of BCK- definable terms is A n Once"( ). 
(i), (ii) and (iv) are similar, except that in (iv) (mi,m2, ...,ms) and 
G1J2, ..-Jr) need not to be disjoint and r+s need not be < n. 
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Examples 3.3 : 
The following A,-terms are definable in the given logics: 
(i) A.X1 . xi , A.X1X2 , X2X1 and >.xix2 . X2( Ax3 . X1X3) 
are in SK, BCI, BCK and BCIW - logics. 
(ii) ^XiX2 . xi , A.X1X2X3 . X1X2 and 5̂ X1X2X3 . xi(Ax4. X3X4) 
are in SK and BCK - logics. 
(iii) >.XiX2 .X1X2X2 , >.X1X2 . xiX2(Ax3 .X2X3) and 
X̂1X2X3 . xiX2(?lx4 . X4X2 X3) are in SK and BCIW - logics. 
§3.5 Bases without C 
For all Xi, xj and xp , the abstraction algorithms (ir|sk) and (isk) have 
X,*Xi.A*Xj. X and A*Xp.>.*Xj. X defined in the basis SK, but in bases 
such as BB'I and BB7W there are algorithms which can define only one 
of them. For example, we can define X,*X3. xi(x2X3) as Bxix2 and 
K X2. A X3. xi(x2X3) as Bxi but it is not easy to define 
A xi. A X3. xi(x2x3) unless we have the clause (c). 
To cover this problem, Trigg et al defined simultaneous multiple 
abstractions (See also Bunder [6]). 
We will say that a Q-term X is Q(ii,i2,...,in) - abstractable if there 
is a Q- term M such that FV(M) n { x̂ ,̂ Xĵ , . . . , x̂ }̂ = ([) and 
MX: . . . X| > X 
If each im = m , then this is called Qn - abstractability. 
Note that the property >.*XiXj. X = A,*Xi.A.*Xj. X will not hold in 
general for every 
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X" ..X' 
We will use . X to be an abstraction with respect to , 
which is designed to facihtate abstraction with respect to Xĵ  later, 
after that, etc. This abstraction will be tied to some basis set Q and 
certain algorithm clauses which we still denote by 
For the BB l, BB'IK and B B ' I W - translation algorithms, we will 
write Y* as ( ;Y)*. The definition below changes the ^ ' s in Y to 
. X • X • 
appropriate X ^^'s and then performs abstraction (which, when n=0 
we will also call ) according to a hst of clauses in * such as i,k etc. 
Definition 3.4 : 
(Xj , . . . 5 Xj ; Y)* and in particular ( ; Y)* are given by : 
(Xj^, . . . , Xj^; a)* = a if a is an atom 
(X; , . . . , Xi ; MN)* = (X; , . . . , Xi ; M)*(xi , . . . , x, ; N)̂  
^n 1 n 1 n 
• • • ' • P)* - ^ r ^ - • • • ' ^^n' ' 
( ; ^x .^ .P)* ^ ( X - P)* 
Example 3.4 : 
( ; Xxix2 . X3(?IX4 . Xi(A.X5 . X2X6))(̂ X2X3 . X3(A,X6. X3)))* 
= >w*Xi . (Xi ; Xx2 . X3(?IX4 . Xi(>.X5 . X2X6))(/̂ X2X3 . X3(X.X6 .X3)))* 
= .(Xi, X2 ; X3(?LX4 . Xi(?lX5 . X2X6))( ?̂ X2X3.X3( A,X6 
.X3)))* 
= X2 ; X3)* (Xi, X2 ; A.X4 . Xi(>-X5 . X2X6))* (xi, X2 
jjj 
; 5̂ X2X3 . X3(^X6 . X3)) 
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The situation in Example 3.4 where a variable is repeated in the 
superscript of a A, causes problems which are illustrated by Example 3.6 
and Theorem 3.2 below. 
We will therefore assume that for all the algorithms without C the Q 
- term to be translated has been transformed by ( a ) - conversion so that 
no A,Xi occurs twice in X. 
Now, we will discuss a translation algorithm for the bases BB'I and 
BB IW. 
§ 3.6 The bases BB I and BB IW 
Without the combinator C , we can translate into at most a subset of A. 
To describe such subsets we define, for each basis Q, a set HRMqiii , ... , 
in) of Hereditary Right Maximal terms with respect to x^ .̂ . . x̂ ^ as 
follows: 
(1) Every variable and every basis combinator is in HRMQCII, ... , in). 
(2) If M, N G HRMQ(ii, ... , in) and idx(M, ii, ... , in) < idx(N,ii, ... , in) 
then MN e H R M q G I , . . . , in), where 
idx(M, ii, ... , in) = max{p : 1 < p < n and x^^e FV(M)} and 
idx(M, ) = 0. 
(3) If M G H R M Q C I I , . . . , in, in+I) then G H R M Q C I I , . . . , in ) . 
Usually the Q in HRMQ(...) will be omitted as it will be clear from the context. 
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Example 3.5 : 
HRMbb' i (1, 2, 3, 4) contains 
X4, B, X1X2X3, BIXIX2, X5BX1X2, X2X3(X5X3) and X2X3(X1X4) 
but not X3X2, X1X3(X1X2) or X2B. 
Example 3.6 : 
>.XiX2 . (̂ X2X3X4 . XiX2X3(X2X4)) ^ HRMBB'I ( ) whilc 
X,XiX5 . (>.X2X3X4 . XiX5X3(X2X4)) G HRMbbiO-
The algorithm that we use to evaluate . P for the basis în+l 
BB ' I is (irjbb' ) where (i ) and (r|) are as in the previous sections and 
(b ) and (b ' ) are given by : 
(b ) . PQ ^ .Q) n̂+l in+1 
if ^ and either idx(P, i,, ... , < idx(Q, ii, ... , i„) 
or Xjj,. . ., is replaced by * . 
( b ' ) PQ = B'C^^'i .Q)P n̂+l n̂+l 
if idx(P, ii, ... , in) > idx(Q, ii, ... , in) and Xî ^̂  ^ FV(P) . 
The algorithm for the basis BB'IW will be (ir|bb'ssO where (s ) and 
(s') are given by : 
(s) PQ = . P ) ( . Q ) în+1 ^n+1 în+1 
if idx(P, ii, ... , in) < idx(Q, ll, ... , In ) or X: . X; 
is replaced by *. 
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if idx(P, ii, ... , in) > idx(Q, ii, ... , in) . 
Note that S and S' can be defined as B(BW ) (B(B 'B ' )B ' ) and 
B(BW)(BBBO respectively. 
Example 3.7 : 
If * is (iTibbO then 
( ; >wXiX2X3 . X2(?IX4 . Xi(>.X5 . X3X4X5)))* 
= . (xi ; A.X2X3 . X2(A,X4 . Xi(^X5 . X3X4X5)))* 
= . (xi, X2 ; ?LX3 . X2(?lX4 . XI(A.X5 . X3X4X5)))* 
= . X3 ; X2(AX4 . Xi(?iX5 . X3X4X5)))* 
^ . (Xi, X2, X3, X4 ; Xi(Ax5 • 
X3X4X5))*) 
= . . . (xi, X2, X3, X4; Xi )*(xi, X2, X3, X4 
; A.X5 . X3X4X5)*) 
X3X4X5)*)) 
= ; i*xi .BXBxi) 
= BB (:^*xi.Bxi) 
= BB'B. 
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Now, we list a lemma and the main theorems for BB l and BB ' IW, 
proofs are in Bunder [6]. 
Lemma 3.3 
The following are translation algorithms : 
(i) ( ; , for BB l . 
( i i ) ( ; , f o r B B W . 
Theorem 3.2 
(i) The set of B B l - definable terms is HRM() n A n Once(). 
(ii) The set of BBTW- definable terms is HRM() n A n Once"( ). 
We define an rj- normal form to be a term without r|- redexes. 
Also by considering the above bases without I and letting A " be A 
without terms with r|- normal forms of the form Xx: ... X: . x- ... x-
or X X: ... X: . X:. X: x. X:. ^... X: , we have : 
^ n i j i j i j + 1 l j + 2 I n 
Theorem 3.3 
(i) The set of BB^- definable terms is HRM() n A " n Once(). 
(ii) The set of BB'W- definable terms is HRM() n A~ n Once^( ). 
Below, we will discuss the translation algorithm for the base B B I K . 
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§ 3.7 The base BB IK 
The BB'IK(ii,...,in) - translation algorithm will have as part of it a 
special ordering algorithm as follows : 
The Full Ordering Algorithm 
Aim : To extend a X - B B ' I K term Y e Once-(ii,...,in) to a A.-
BB IK term g HRM(ii,...,i„) n Once(ii,...,in) so that Y. 
Method : First step : 
(1) If Y = a , an atom not in {x̂ ,̂ x̂ ,̂ ... , x̂ }̂ then 
= K;,a(x- X: ... XiJ. h i2 
(2) If Y = Xi , and 1 < m < n then 
Y° = K. X: ( X: ... Xj X: ... X: ) m̂ ^ ll lm-1 lm+1 In ^ 
( 3 ) I f Y = Xi__ then Y° = x^,... 
(4) If Y s A. Xî ĵ. Z , find if possible, Z° such that 
Z° e HRM(ii,...,in+i) n Once(ii,...,in+i) and Z° >^1 Z. 
then Y° = Z°. 
(5) If Y s UV , find if possible, a term U° and a subsequence 
(Xjj ... Xĵ ) of (Xjj... such that: 
(i) FV(U) n{Xi^,..., XiJc{Xj_ ,..., XjJ andFV(V) n{xj^ ,..., Xĵ }=(t). 
(ii) U° e HRMGiv-Jr) n Once(ii,...,jr) 
(iii) U° >Ki U. 
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( iv) jr ^ in 
(v ) max{p I XjpG {Xj^ Xj^} - FV (U ) } is minimaL 
(v i ) Given (v), the number of variables in {xj^ Xj^} - FV (U ) is 
minimaL Now let (x^^ , ... , Xĝ ) be the sequence obtained from 
( J by removing (Xj^ ,..., Xj^). 
Now, if possible, find such that 
(vii) e HRM(si,...,St) n 0nce(si,...,st) and 
(viii) >Ki V. 
then = W 
The BB ' IK - translation algorithm 
Aim : To translate a X - BBTK - term Y into a BBTK - term. 
First step : apply the full ordering algorithm to Y to give 
Y^ G H R M ( ) n Once() 
Second step : apply ( ; to Y ° . 
Example 3.8 : 
To order Y = X3X2Xi(A.X4 . X5X4) relative to (1, 2, 3, 5,..., 8), we have 
Y ° = X3(K;^X2X6)(K;^XiX7)(?LX4 . (K;^X5X8)X4) 
G HRM(1, 2, 3, 5,..., 8) n Once(l, 2, 3, 5,..., 8) 
Hence ( ^ . (Kxx5x8)x4) X4 
= X3(KX2X6)(KXIX7)(KX5X8) 
The B B T K - translatable X - terms will be represented in terms of a 
generalisation of the class HRM(ii,...,in). 
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Definition 3.5:(Potentially Right Maximal (ii,... ,in) - terms) 
( o r PRM(ii,...,i„) - terms) 
(1) If a is an atom, then a g PRM( ). 
(2) xe E PRM(e). 
(3) If Xg PRM(ii,...,in_i ) and Xî  ^ FV(X) then X g PRM( ii,..., in.i,in). 
(4) If X G PRM(ii,...,in+i ) then ^iXi^^^.XG PRM(ii,...,in ). 
(5) If X g PRM(ji,...Jp)and Y g P R M ( ri,...,RQ) 
where either, p = q = n = 0 , or rq=in, {ji,...Jp} n {ri,...,rq} , 
FV(X) n {x,^,..., xr^} = FV(Y) n {xj^,..., Xĵ } = ^ and (ii,...,in) 
consists of the elements of Gi.-.-Jp) and (ri,. . . ,rq) with the orders 
preserved, 
then XY g P R M ( ii,...,in). 
Example 3.9 : 
XI G PRM (1) then xi g PRM (1,3) 
and X2 G PRM (2) 
therefore X2Xi g PRM (1,2,3) 
The proofs of the following lemmas and theorems are in Bunder [6]. 
Lemma 3.4 
If Y when ordered relative to ( ii,...,in) by the full ordering 
algorithm, becomes Y® then >^1 Y 
where each single K - reduction eliminates one or more of X j ^ X j ^ . 
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Lemma 3.5 
Y g PRM(ii,...,in) n Once~(ii,...,in) 
there is a Y^^g HRM(ii,...,in) n Once(ii,...,in) defined by the 
full ordering algorithm. 
Lemma 3.6 
( ; is aBB'IK - translation algorithm. 
Theorem 3.4 
(i) The set of BB'IK- definable terms is PRM( ) n A n Once"( ). 
(ii) The set of BB'K- definable terms is PRM( ) n A " n Once~( ). 
Now, we have a translation algorithm for the bases SK, BCK, BCI, 
BCIW, BB I, BB ' IW, BB , BB'W, BB'IK and BB K. By using a 
technique such as the Ben - Yelles algorithm, given in Chapter 4, we can 
find X - terms representing the proofs of a given implicational formula 
and hence, we can see whether any of these X - terms are translatable into 
a combinator that corresponds to a specific logic. 
There are many efficient theorem proving algorithms such as that of 
Slaney and Scott [15] and many matrix based programs that can disprove 
potential theorems, such as Slaney and Meglicki is MaGIG [14]. These 
however do not in general guarantee a proof or disproof of a given 
formula. The Ben -Yelles algorithm of Chapter 4 do this for many logics. 
Many of the logics we consider are well known substructural logics 
studied for example in Dosen [9] §1. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Theorem Proving Algorithms for 
Implicational Logics 
§ 4.1 Introduction 
The classifications of the various classes of Q- definable X - terms in 
Chapter 3 give in each case,a complete characterization of the class of 
normalized proofs of theorems in the corresponding Q - logic. 
In this chapter, we introduce the tree form of the Ben - Yelles 
algorithm as in Bunder [4]. Given a formula of implicational logic, the 
algorithm determines the set (possibly empty) of X - terms in long P -
normal form which have a given formula as a type. Hence all the 
normahzed natural deduction style proofs of the formula in intuitionistic 
logic can be obtained. 
The search for long (3- normal form X - terms is inherently parallel 
and particularly efficient. For intuitionistic logic, the algorithm has a 
bound dependent on the length of the given formula. 
Any one of these X - terms will represent a proof of an implicational 
formula in intuitionistic implicational logic and it will be possible to 
determine whether the X - term also represents a proof of the formula in 
a weaker logics such as BCK, BCI, ... etc. This uses the translations of 
Chapter 3 . 
We restrict ourselves here to the systems SK, B C K , B C I , B C I W , 
BB' IW, BB ' IK which are well known substructural implicational logics. 
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The same logics without T, and those without C but with I can be treated 
in the same way, as classes of X - terms translated into these sets of 
combinators have been developed in Bunder [6]. Others corresponding to 
less interesting logics can no doubt be developed. 
Some important notation follows. 
Notation : 
If T = Ti ... Tn a where a is an atomic type 
then tail (t) = a. 
ItI = the number of atom occurrences in x. 
IItII = the number of distinct atom occurrences in x. 
It is clear that 11x11 < Ixl , For example; 
If X = (a ^ b c) ^ (a ^ b) a c 
then Ixl = 7 and IIxH = 3. 
If r = {xi : Xi , ... , Xn : Xn} then we use 
S(r) = { Xi , ... , Xn} 
FV(r) = {XI , ... , Xn } 
i n = i iXil 
I  ni = I  Xi -> ... Xn I 
Definition 4.1 (Depth of a type x ) 
The depth of a type x, Depth (x) is defined recursively, thus : 
(i) Depth (a) = 1 
(ii) Depth ( Xi -> ... -> Xn-^ a ) 
= 1 + Maximum {Depth (xi), ... , Depth (Xn)]. 
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In X = Xi ... Tn ^ a , T itself is the positive 
component of depth 0 of t , 
A positive component of Ti of depth n is a negative component of 
T of depth n+1 and a negative component of Xi of depth n is a positive 
component of x of depth n+1. 
A particular subtype of x may appear as a negative or positive 
component and at various depths. 
Now, we will discuss the algorithm for finding proofs in X - calculus. 
§4.2 The Long (x) Generating Algorithm 
Aim : Given m > 1 and Xi , ... ,Xni-i and x, to find all long normal 
forms X such that 
FV(X) c {xi, ... , Xm-i} and for m > 1 
Xi : Xi , ... , Xm.i : Xm-i I- X : X - (A) 
(At this stage X in (A) is an unknown X - term.) 
Method : 
Let X = Xm ^ ... ^ Xn a where a is an atom and n > m -1. 
Then X must be of the form 
X = A/Xij] ... Xfi . X 
where for m < i < n , Xi : Xi. Thus (A) is solved if we can solve: 
Xi : Xi , ... , Xn : Xn I- X^ : a - (B) 
where X M s a shorter unknown X - term than X. 
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Let Xî  , ... , Xĵ  be the Xi's (1< i < n) that have tail(Ti) = a and 
let for 1 < k < p 
Tî  = Tk,l ... a . 
Then X'. must have the form, for at least one value of k 
and so a solution for any k (1 < k < p) of 
XI : Ti , ... , Xn : Tn I- x̂ ^ X^ ĵ ... Xj,,,^ : a - ( C ) 
for X^ i , ... , Xj^ provides a solution to (B). 
Thus there is a solution to (B) and so to (A ) if for any k, (1 < k < p) , 
we have for all s such that 1 < s < rk solutions to 
Xi : Ti , ... , Xn : In I- Xk,s : i:k,s. - (D) 
and (D) is solved as (A ) by the same steps as above. 
The algorithm produces a type - inhabitant (or T I ) tree as in the 
following figure where we use the abbreviation 
T j = {xi : Ti , ... , Xj : Tj 
\ / \ / 




r , l - X ^ a 
Fm-l I- X : x 
fis. 4.1 
(A ) 
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Figure 4.1 has (A) at the root which is called an (A) node. 
From (A) a branch goes up to a (B) node and from there p branches go 
up to the p nodes of type (C). From all of these there are branches to 
nodes (D), which will be also nodes of type (A). Above these there may be 
further nodes of type (B) etc. 
An ABC- subbranch of a TI- tree is a branch of the tree consisting 
of any (A) node, the (B) node immediately above it and one of the (C) 
node directly above it. 
A minimally complete (or MC-) subtree of a TI tree is one with 
the same root as that of the TI tree, which has only one branch going up 
from any (B) node. 
An ABC subbranch is said to terminate if the (C) node is of the form 
Fn I- Xj : a. This then provides a solution xj to the (B) node 
below it and a solution X in the (A) node below that. 
A sub - tree starting at an (A) node is said to terminate if that node is 
part of an ABC subbranch which either terminates or which has all the sub 
- trees from the (A) nodes above the (C) node terminating. In this case, 
also, the (A) node has a solution for X. Any TI- tree that has a terminating 
subtree will have an MC subtree that terminates (a TMC subtree) and 
may have several infinite branches. 
Note that a TMC- subtree with all variable terms replaced by their 
solutions, becomes a "type assignment deduction" or TA;^ - deduction as 
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in Hindley and Seldin [10]. The TI - tree can be seen as the expanded 
union of all TA;^ deductions for a given type. The expansion involves 
separating (B) and (C) nodes to allow for alternative solutions. 
If in a branch at a (B) node, as in figure 4.1, there is no Ti with tail a, 
then there is no solution X ' to (B) and so no solution X for the (A) node 
below it and so no solution to the (C) node (if any) below that. In this case 
the branch dies and we prune it above the next (B) node below this (C). 
If a whole tree dies and is pruned, then there is no solution for the X 
in the (A) node at the root. 
A term Y is said to be a subargument of 
X = ... Xn . XiXi ... Xk 
if Y is Xj for 1 < j < k or Y is a subargument of such an Xj. 
When we compare an (A) node Fk I- Y : ji with a lower (A) node 
Fs I- Z : ^ , in the same branch of a TI- tree, we can see that must 
be a positive proper subtype of ^ or a negative subtype of one of the 
types in Fs . Also Fs c Fk and any solution found through this 
branch for Z will have Y as a subargument of Z. 
We will call a branch of a TI - tree which has nodes F I- Y : b and 
F^ I- Z : b, a limited type repetition (or LTR) branch. If also 
S(F) = S(F'^) it will be called a type repetition (or TR-) branch. 
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Now, we will find the number of (B) nodes in the Ben - Yelles 
algorithm which we have to consider to give a decision procedure for the 
intuitionistic impUcational ( SK-) logic and also to give a proof, if any, 
of a formula in that logic. 
§4,3 Finding Proofs and Deciding Infiniteness in 
Intuitionistic Impiicational Logic 
Theorem 4.1 
(i) I- X : T has a solution for X iff the TI - tree with I- X : T at the 
root has a TMC subtree with no TR - branches. 
(ii) If I- X : T has a solution for X in SK, then there is a TMC subtree 
of TI - tree in which each branch has at most 
(I Tl - 1 ) II Til ( B ) nodes. 
Proof : 
(i) We have : I- X : x has a solution for X iff the TI- tree has a 
TMC - subtree. If we consider the TMC - subtree of minimal size, then 
this TMC - subtree will have a TR - branch iff the TA;^ deduction 
obtained from this has a TR - branch; the TA;^ deduction will also be of 
minimal size. 
Assume the TA;^ deduction has a TR - branch with node T^ I- Z : b 
above a node T I- Y : b . We then replace every Xi in Z such that 
(xi : 'Ii) e r^-r by an xj such that (xj e T. (This can be done 
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because S(T^) = S(r)) . If this produces Z^, then this is a solution for 
Y obtained by a smaller subtree. But this is impossible because we 
assumed that TMC - subtree has a minimal size and so the TA;^ deduction 
and the subtree can have no TR - branches. 
(ii) An upper bound on the number of (B) nodes in any branch of this 
subtree is given by the number of atomic types that can appear to the right 
of the I- times the maximal length of the nondecreasing sets S ( r ) for T 
on the left of the I- . A branch that is any longer must have type 
repetition. Thus this upper bound is (I xl - 1) II ill (B) nodes. 
Corollary : 
If in the TI - tree with I- X : x as root, there is no solution for X in 
any subtree without type repetition, then there is no solution at all. The 
maximal number of (B) nodes in any branch that needs to be checked is 
(I xl - 1 ) II xll. 
Below are some examples for which proofs are found using the Long 
(x) Generating Algorithm. 
Example 4.1 
To find Long ((a ^ b ^ c) b a c ) . 
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Xl=X3 
\ 
r 3 I- Xi : a 
\ 
X2= X2 / 
Ts I- X2 : b 
/ 
T^ l -x iXiX2:c 
xi : a b c , X2 : b , X3 : a I- X': c 
fig. 4.2. 




We explain the steps in fig 4.2 from bottom to top as follows : 
First(A) : Assume that this fomiula is a type of a :^-term in long 
normal form X. 
First(B) : For X to be in long normal form, it must be of the form 
A.X1X2X3. X ' where xi : a b c , X2 : b , X3 : a and X ' : c. 
We abbreviate xi : a b ^ c , X2 : b , X3 : a to T 
First(C) : Check each Xi : T[ 
(i) If X, is equal to c (the tail of the formula) then Xi = X ' is a 
possible solution for X ' : c. (This fails in this case.) 
(ii) If the tail of Ti is c then we write XiXiX2...Xn : c where 
Xi,X2,...,Xn are inhabitants of the long negative subtypes of Tf. 
Here, we have xi : a ^ b -> c and so X1X1X2 : c where Xi : a and 
X2 :b . 
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(iii) Otherwise, this branch dies (not in this case). 
Top (A) and (B) :We compare the type of Xi and X2 with the types in 
Fs. As X3 : a , X2 : b G Ts, we can define Xi = X3 and X2 = X2. 
From fig. 4.2 , we can see that the only proof is 
A.X1X2X3 . X1X3X2 
i.e. Long ( ( a - > b - > c ) - > b - > a - ^ c ) = {>-xiX2X3 . X1X3X2}. 
Example 4.2 
To find Long (((a -> b) -> c) (b ^ a )-> c) 
F2 , X3 : a I- Xj : b 
r2 I- Xi : a -> b 
r2 I- xiXi : c 
xi : (a ^ b) c , X2 : b-^ a I- X': c 







From fig.4.3 , we see that the only branch, and so the tree , dies as 
X3 : a , X2 : b-> a and xi : (a b) ^ c do not have tail b. 
i.e. Long (((a ^ b) c) (b a c) = (j) 
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Example 4.3 
To find Long ((a (b c) d) -> (a b c) a d) 
X3= X3 
\ 
Fs , X4 : b I- X3 : a 
\ 
Ts ,X4:b 
XA= X4 / 
Fs , X4 : b I- X4 : b 
/ 
I- X2X3X4 : c 
(A) = (B) 
(C) 
/ Fs , X4 : b I- X2 : c 
Xi=x, 






xi : a ^ (b -> c) ^ d , X2 : a ^ b ^ c , X3 : a I- X': d (B) 
I- X : (a (b -> c) ^ d) ^ (a ^ b c) a d (A) 
fig. 4.4 
In figure 4.4 , we use an extra hypothesis X4: b at the second (B) node 
and so X2 = A,X4 . X2, inside the A,-term we are constructing, and hence, 
we get Long ((a (b c) d) ^ (a -> b c) a -> d) 
= {?LXIX2X3 . XIX3(A,X4 . X2X3X4)}. 
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Example 4.4 
To find long (((a ^ b —> c) -> c) (a -> c) -> c) 
\ / 
r 4 , X5 : a , X6 : b I- X4 : c (B) 
X3= X3 
r 4 I- X3 : a r 4 I- X4 : a b c (A) 
T2 , X3 : a , X4 : b I- X2X3 : c F i , X3 : a , X4 : b I- X1X4 : c (C) 
\ / 
/ 
r 2 , X3 : a , X4 : b I- X2 : c (B) 
(this branch dies) 
r 2 I- X2 : a b c r 2 I- Xi : a (A) 
\ / 
T i l - x i X i : c r 2 l - X 2 X i : c (C) 
\ / 
xi : (a b c) c , X2 : a c I- X ' : c (B) 
I- X : ((a b c) c) (a c) c (A) 
fig. 4.5 
Long (((a b c) c) ^ (a c) c) 
= { A.X1X2 . XI(XX3X4 . X2X3) , A.X1X2 . Xi(^X3X4 . Xi( A.X5X6 . X2X5)) , 
A.X1X2 . Xi(A.X3X4 . Xi(;iX5X6 . xK^LXyXg . X2X7))) , • • • 
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This example shows that the type repetition can be ehminated from a 
TMC sub tree but a limited type repetition cannot always be eliminated. 
Note that the proof obtained without type repetition , 
X,xix2 . xi(>.X3X4 . X2X3) has as principal type scheme : ((a -> b ^ c) 
d) (a c) d of which the required formula is a substitution 
instance. All the other solutions have the required formula as principal 
type scheme. 
Example 4.5 : 
To find Long (a ^ (b c) a) 
r 2 I- x i : a 
xi: a , X2 : b c I- X': a 
I- X : a -> (b c) -> a 
fig. 4.6 
We get Long (a ^ (b c) a) = {A.X1X2 . xi; 
But Xxix2 . xi : a (b ^ a) 
i.e. Again the X - term obtained by the algorithm has a principal type 
scheme of which the theorem we wanted to prove is a substitution 
instance. 
Now, we will show when an implicational formula has an infinite 
number of proofs. 
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Theorem 4.2 
If a TI - tree with root I- X : x has a solution for X, it has infinite 
number of long solutions for X iff it has a TMC - subtree with an LTR 
branch. Whether Long (x) is infinite can be decided by examining at 
most (I xl -1)11 xll (B) nodes in each branch above the root of the TI 
- tree. 
Proof : 
Suppose that we have the shortest TMC - subtree with a TR - branch as 
in the figure 4.7 and the corresponding TA;^ deduction in figure 4.8 : 
r ^ I- Y : a I- Y* : a 
r I- Z : a r I- Z* : a 
I- X : X I- X* : T 
fig. 4.7 fig. 4.8 
We have FVCr"") ^ F V ( r ) 3 FV(Z*), so Z* is an alternative 
solution for Y in fig.4.7 and as Y is a proper part of Z and so Y* will be 
a proper part of Z* and hence [Z*/ Y*] Z* is a distinct additional 
solution for Z, giving a new solution for X . The new TA^̂  deduction 
providing this new solution will have the deduction in fig 4.8 down to 
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r I- Y : a replaced by the deduction down to T I- Z* : a , with V 
replacing T and below the old F^ I- Y* : a each Y* is replaced by Z*. 
As [Z*/Y*][Z*/Y*] Z* , ...etc will provide further distinct solutions 
for Z and hence for X, then the number of such solutions is infinite. 
In any TMC - subtree we need to examine only ll'CII (B) nodes in each 
branch to check on limited type repetition, however by Theorem 4.1 up 
to (I tI - 1 ) II ill (B) nodes still need to be checked in each branch of 
the TI - tree before we are certain whether or not there is a solution to 
I- X : T at all . 
Example 4.5 To find long ((a ^ a) ^ a a) 
r 2 l-Xi :a 
r 2 I- Xi : a 
r 2 I- xiXi : a 
\ 
xi : a —> a , 
X = X2 
I- X2 : a / 
X2 : a I- X': a 
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The tree terminates at r 2 I- X2: a above the bottom (B) node. The 
type a and r 2 at that (B) node are repeated in the other branch above 
that (B) node, so Long ((a a) a ^ a) is infinite. 
Note that Bunder [4] gives an upper bound of (1x1 - - D (B) 
nodes in total that might be generated in a TI - tree without type 
repetition. This bound however is very much larger than the number of 
(B) nodes generated in any example that we have tried. 
We now extend the Long (x) Generating Algorithm to cover some 
weaker logics than SK. 
§ 4.4 Subintuitionistic Implicational Logics 
Chapter 3 showed us that if we start with a set of combinators weaker 
than SK, we can only generate a subset of the set of all X - terms A. 
To find Q - inhabitants of a given type x, we therefore have to adapt 
the SK - Algorithm to look for only the lambda terms in the appropriate 
subset. (Q-inhabitants are inhabitants that are Q-terms.) 
Logics without W 
A combinator defined in terms of I, B, B', C or K , has by Theorems 
3.1 and 3.4 a corresponding X - term in Once~( ). 
As each (C) node in the TI - tree (see §4.2) introduces a variable Xi into 
a solution, for the solution to be in Once~(), no branch can have two (C) 
nodes introducing that variable. The BCK - Algorithm is therefore the 
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SK - Algorithm or Long (x) - Generating Algorithm with each 
branch restricted to having no variable introduced twice. 
The BCI - Algorithm has the additional restriction that in every 
subterm Xxi. M that is formed, xi e FV(M). 
The BB'IK - Algorithm is the BCK - Algorithm except that only 
terms in HRM ( ) obtained from the restricted TI - tree are solutions. 
The BB I - Algorithm is the BCI - Algorithm except only terms in 
HRM ( ) are solutions. 
Theorem 4.3 
If I- Y : T has a solution for Y as a BCK, BCI, BB'I or BB'IK - X 
term, then there is a terminating W - pruned MC - subtree above this root 
with no branches having more than 1x1/2 (B) nodes, that provides that 
solution. The set of all such solutions is finite. 
Proof : 
As all the variables introduced in a branch of the TI - tree in the BCK, 
BCI, BB l and BB^IK Algorithms, must be distinct, the number of 
distinct variables that can be used is by Theorem 4.1, the number of long 
negative subtypes of x. It is easy to show, by induction on Ixl , that this 
number is less than lxl/2 (see Bunder [4] §4.) 
Theorem 4.4 
The maximum number of (B) nodes that need to be examined to 
determine whether I- X : x has a BCK, BB^, BB'IK or BCI solutions 
for X, or an infinite number of such solutions is (kl - where 
[1x1/4] is the integral part of I x 1/4. 
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Proof : See Bunder [4] §4. 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 provide us with decision procedure for BCK, 
BCI, BB I and BB IK - logics. 
Logics without K but with W BB IW and BCIW 
A combinator defined without K has, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, a 
corresponding X - term in Once^( ) . In a TI - tree of I- X : T we can 
prune any SK - solutions that are not of this form and we will eventually 
obtain a BCIW - solution if there is one, but it seems that we cannot 
bound the search in the way we did for earlier logics using type 
repetition. For example, in figure 4.10, with SCFm) = SCFn) 
Fml- Z ' 
r n l - X 2 : p p r n l - Y i : p j (A) 
\ / 
Fn I- XiYiY2 : a (C) 
Fn I- X ' : a (B) 
I- X' : Ti . . XN a (A) 
fig. 4.10 
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If there is a BCIW - X - term solution X'* for X', this may involve 
an Xp (p < n) which is part of a solution Yi* for Yi, but not part of any 
solution for Y2 or for Z\ If we replace variables from Fm -Fn that 
appear in Z'* the solution for Z ' by ones in Fn we get a new (SK-) 
solution for Z'which is also an SK- solution for X^ This will not contain 
Xp and so does not provide a BCIW - solution for X. Thus the algorithm 
does not supply us with a decision procedure for BCIW - logic or 
similarly for B B ^ W logic (T^) . 
Note that B C I W logic is decidable but is of extremely large 
complexity. 
Note that the algorithm given in this chapter has been implemented by 
A.H. Dekker [8], to provide a decision procedure and proofs for 
intuitionistic implicational logic SK, BCK and BCI. 
Next, we will extend this algorithm to cover logics with forms of 
negation and classical implication. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Implicational logics with weak 
negation 
In this chapter, we extend the Ben - Yelles algorithm to some logics 
with connectives other than such as negation, conjunction and 
disjunction, which could be defined in terms of and a type constant f, 
as follows: 
Definition 5.1 : 
(i) _ A = A f 
(ii) A & B = ^ ( A - > ^ B ) 
(iii) A A B = ^ ((A B) -- A) 
= ((A -> B) -> A f) -> f 
(iv) A v B = ^ A - > B 
= (A f) ^ B 
(v) A Vi B = (A B) ^ B 
(vi) OA = A A A 
The algorithm for finding proofs in X- calculus of any theorem 
containing any combination of negation, conjunction and disjunction (as 
above) is the same as the Ben- Yelles algorithm in the previous chapter in 
which f acts like a type variable. 
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Thus, by using translation algorithms * in Chapter 3 we can find 
proofs in the Hilbert style, using combinators in different implicational 
logics such as SK, BCK, BCI, BB I, ... etc. 
Example 5.1 : 
To find the proof of 
We have 
i.e.l- (a b) (b -> f) (a f). 
X2 = X3 
r , l - X 2 : a 
r3 l -x iX2 :b 
r , I- Xi : b 
r3 l-X2Xi:f 
xi : a b , X2 : b f , X3 : a I- X ' : f 
I- X : (a b) ^ (b -> f) -> a -> f. 
fig. 5.1 
(C) 




From figure 5.1 we can see that the proof is 
X = :̂ XiX2X3 . X2(XiX3) 
which is translatable into SK, BCK, BCI and B B l - logics. 
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Note that " Brouwer 6.0 " (see Dekker [8]) performs this algorithm 
as well as the translations for SK, BCK and BCI logics. 
Further examples which are included in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 can also 
be generated by Brouwer 6.0. 
Theorem 5.1 
The following are theorems of the given logics below but not of the 
others in the set {SK, BCK, BCI, BCIW, BB I, BB'IW, BB IK) : 
(1) a ^ ^ a in SK, BCK, BCI and BCIW - lodes 
(2) (a b) ^ b ^ a in SK, BCK, BCI, BCIW, BB l, 
BB IW andBB IK. 
; or in all logics that contain B' or another combinator with the 
principal type of B'.' 
(3) ( a ^ ^ a ) - ^ ^ a in SK, BCIW and B B I W . 
; or in all logics that contain W or another combinator with the 
principal type of W.̂  
(4) (a ^ ^ b) b -> ^ a in SK, BCIW, BCI and BCK. 
or in all logics that contain C or have another combinator with the 
principal type of C.̂  
(5) a b V a in all logics with K . 
(6) (a b) & (a c) ->. a b & c in SK and BCIW 
(7) (a b) A (a c) a -> b A c in SK 
(8) a -> -- a -- a in SK. 
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(9) Oa & Ob 0 ( a & b ) i n SK, BCK, BCI, BCIW, BB'I, 
BB IW andBB IK. 
(10) Oa A Ob 0( a A b ) in SK 
Proof : 
In each case, this follows from the given X - proof and the translations 
of Chapter 3; 
(1) i^xix2.x2xi : a ( a f ) ^ f 
(2) J\.xix2x3. x2(xix3) : (a b) (b f) ^ a f 
(3) >.xix2 . X1X2X2 : ( a - ^ a - > f ) - > a - ^ f 
(4) Xxix2X3 . X1X3X2 : ( a ^ b ^ f ) - ^ b - > a - ^ f . 
(5) A.X1X2. XI : a (b f) a 
(6) ^X1X2X3 . xi(^x4 X5 . X3(X4X2)(X5X2)) : 
(7) >.X1X2X3 . XI(A,X4X5 . X3(;̂ X6 . X4X5X2)(X5X2)) : 
((((a b) ^ a c) -^(a b) -> f) f) ^ a ((b ^ c) 
b -> f) f 
(8) ilxix2x3 . X2X3 : a - ^ ( a - > f ) - > a - > f 
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(9) X̂1X2X3X4 . X1(>.X5X6 . X3(X,X7X8 . X2(A.X9X10 . X4(X5X7X9) (X6X8Xio 
)))) : 
(((a a a) (b -̂ b b) -> f) f) ^ ((a b -> f) -> 
f) ->((a ->b->f) -> f)-^(a-^b->f)-^f 
(10) XxiX2X3X4. X2(̂ X5X6 . X3(?iX7X8 . X1(;̂ X9X10 . X4(A.X11 . X9Xio( 
X5X6)(x7Xii)) xs))) : 
((((a ->a^a)^b->b^b) 
(((a (((a b) a f) f) -> ((a b) 
-> a f) f. 
Theorem 5.2 
The Ben - Yelles algorithm shows that the following are not types of 









a —> a 
a V a —> a 
a a V b 
a V b b V a 
a & b a 
a&b -^b 
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(8) - a A b a 
(9) - a A b —> b 
(10). 1- (a -> c) & (b (a V b) c 
(11) 1- (a c) A (b - ^ c ) - (a V b) —> c 
(12) 1- (a c) & (b ->. (a Vj b) -> c 
(13) 1- (a c) A (b ->c ) (a Vi b) ^ c 
(14) 1- a & (b V c) - (a & b) V c 
(15) 1- a A (b V c) - (a A b) V c 
(16) 1- a & (b Vj c) • (a & b) Vj c 
(17) 1- a A (b Vj c) • (a A b) Vi c. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Logics with Implication and Intuitionistic Negation 
§ 6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we extend the Ben - Yelles algorithm to implicational 
logics with the constant f and the extra axiom I- f a 
In X - calculus 
Here f can be considered as an empty type and the natural deduction 
proofs can be extended to include a new rule fe as follows: 
Rule fe A I- X : f 
for any a . 
A I - X : a 
In combinatory logic 
We extend combinatory logic to include an extra " combinator " fe 
with the type 
fe : f -> a for any a . 
In certain logics a simplified version of the axiom and the rule may be 
used. 
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Theorem 6.1 
In logics that have K, the use of I- f a can be replaced by 
I- f -> a where a is the atom which is the tail of a . 
Proof : 
(i) In X - calculus : 
If a = a i - > . . . - ^ a n - ^ a , where a is an atom, then a deduction 
A I- Y : f 
A I- Y : a 
can be replaced by 
A I- Y : f 
A I- Y : a 
A I- Xxn . Y : an a 
A I- A.X1 . . . Xn . Y : a i ^ . . . an a 
fig. 6.1 
Here, xi . Xn must be variables not in A (otherwise A would 
change at each ->i step) and so not free in Y. Thus to make Àxi . . . Xn . Y 
translatable into combinators we must have K in the logic. 
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(ii) In Combinatory logic 
I- fe : f a 
can be replaced by : 
(I) 
I- y : f I- fe : f a 
I- fey : a I- K : a an -> a 
I- K(fey) : an a I- K : (an a) an-i ^ a n a 
I- K(...(K(fey)) ...) : a2 ^ . . . ^ a« ^ a , 
I- K : (a2 -> . . . an ^ a) a i ^ a2 . . ^ an a 
I- K(K(...(K(fey)) ...)) : a i , . . an -> a. 
I- ?i*y. K(K(. . . (K(fey)) . . . ) ) : f ^ a . 
fig. 6.2 
So again K is needed. 
Example 6.1 : 
Consider 
(I) (2) 
xi : a f X2 : a 
-̂ e - -
X1X2 : f 
ie 
X1X2 : b ^ c 
- (2) 
Xx2 . X1X2 : a ^ b c 
(1) 
A,xiX2 . X1X2 : (a -> f ) ^ a b c 
fig. 6.3 
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This can be written as : 
(I) (2) (3) 
xi : a f X2 : a X3 : b 
X1X2 : f 
fe 
X1X2 : c 
-^i (3) 
A.X3. X1X2 : b-^ c 
(2) 
^X2X3 . X1X2 : a b c 
(1) 
XX1X2X3. X1X2 : (a f)-> a b -> c 
fig. 6.4 
Thus both X - terms X x i x 2 . X1X2 and X-X1X2X3. X1X2 represent a proof 
of I- -- a a ^ b c. 
They are also proofs of (a ^ b)-^ (a b) and (a ^ c)-^ a -> b -^c, 
so it becomes clear that the introduction of rule fe means that a X - term 
no longer uniquely represents a proof. 
The translation of these X - terms into combinators gives I and B K 
(without including fe) which are proofs of a a and (a c) a 
b c. 
To ensure that proofs more closely represent theorems, we will use the 
combinatory logic axiom fe in the X - calculus insted of rule fe . The X -
calculus is therefore extended by the constant fe. 
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Note that in Chapter 4, given an intuitionistic implicational theorem T 
we get, from the Ben -Yelles algorithm, the proof of t or of a theorem of 
which T is a substitution instance. 
The above example now becomes: 
(i) (2) (3) xi : a f X2 : a X3 : b -^e 
X1X2 : f fe : f b ^ c 
(3) fe(xiX2) : b ^ c (2) 
X.X2 . fe(xiX2) : a b - > c 
^X1X2 . fe(xiX2) : ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a - ^ b ^ c 
fig. 6.5 
where A.X1X2 . fe(xiX2) = Bfe and Bfe : (a f ) ^ a b 
of which the required proof is a substitution instance. 
The proof using only f ^ atom gives >.X1X2X3 . fe(xiX2) 
which can be translated into B(BK)(Bfe) , either of which is proof of 
Note that the example shows that we cannot eliminate uses of f a 
where a is composite in weaker logics that do not have K. 
Now we can modify the Long(T) generating algorithm for logics with 
fe : f ^ a (a an atom) 
as follows: 
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§ 6.2 The SKfe Long(x) Generating Algorithm 
Aim : To find all long X's such that FV(X) e {xi, ... , x^-i} 
and for m > 1, using the axiom I- fe : f a (a an atom), 
Xi : Xi , ... , Xm-i : Tm-i I- X : T -(A) 
(At this stage X in (A) is an unknown X - term.) 
Method : 
Let T = Tm ... Tn a where a is an atom and n > m -1. 
Then X must be of the form 
X = ^Xm... Xn.X^ OL X = ... Xn .feX' 
where for m < i < n , Xi : Xi. 
Thus (A) is solved if we can solve: 
XI : Ti , ... , Xn : Tn I- X' : a or xi : T i , ... , Xn : Tn I- X' : f -(B) 
where X' is an unknown X - term no longer than X. 
Let Tî  , ... , T-̂  be the Xi's (1< i < n) that have tail(Xi) = a and 
T̂ ji , ... , Xĵ  be those with tail(Xi) = f and let for 1 < k < p or q 
Xî  = Xk,i -> ... -> Xk,,̂  a ^ Xĵ  = x;̂ ^ ... 
Then X' must have the form, for at least one k, 
and so a solution for any k (1 < k < p) of 
xi : Xi , ... , Xn : Xn I- Xî  : a 
or XI : Xi , ... , Xn : Xn I- Xĵ X^̂ i.-.X^̂ t̂  : f - (Q 
for X^ i , ... , Xĵ  rĵ  or X^ ^̂  provides a solution to (B). 
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Thus there is a solution to (B) and so to (A) if for any k, (1 < k < p 
or q) , we have for all s such that 1 < s < rk or tk solutions to 
Xi : Ti , ... , Xn : In I- Xk,s : Tk,s. -(D) 
and (D) is solved as (A) by the same steps as above. 
Note that this means that we have in general more (C) steps than 
that in the Ben - Yelles algorithm in Chapter 4. 
The algorithm produces a type • inhabitant (or TI ) tree as in the 
following figure where we use the abbreviation 
T j = {xi : Ti , ... , Xj : Xj}. 
: a . . . Tn I- Xi^Xi,! ... Xirj : 




r „ I- X ' : a 
\ 
Tm-l 
:f . . . 
• • • r j - (C) 
/ 
r „ I- X ' : f. I- fe : f a (B)' 
/ r „ l - f e X ' : a (B) 
/ 
I- X : T (A) 
fig. 6.6 
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Towards an alternative algorithm 
Instead of using the axiom fg : f ^ c as an axiom in the proof of x 
perhaps for several c's, we can introduce a new variable yi as an inhabitant 
of each use of f Ci in the proof of t where Ci's are type variables of x 
other than f. This gives an SK proof of 
yi : (f ci) , . . . , yk : (f -> Ck-i) I- X : x 
A given f Ci may be used zero or more times and in general we 
have 
I- . . . yk-i . X : (f ci) ^ ... (f ^ Ck-i) X 
where • • • yk-i .X is SK - definable but not necessarily definable 
in logics that do not have both K and W. We therefore have : 
The second SKfe algorithm 
Aim To prove x. 
Step 1 Identify the distinct type variables ci . Ck of x, where Ck 
is f . 
Step 2 Find X such that I- X : (f ci) ... (f -> Ck-i) x b y 
the SK - algorithm. 
Then Xfefe . . . fe (with (k-1) fe's) is a proof of x and 
X*fefe . . . fe will represent the Hilbert - style proof. 
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§ 6.3 Finding Proofs in SKfe 
Theorem 6.2 
(i) I- X : T has an SKfe solution for X iff the TI - tree with I- X : x 
at the root has a TMC subtree with no TR - branches. 
(ii) If I- X : T has a solution for X in SKfe, then there is a TMC 
subtree of its TI - tree in which each branch has at most 
(I Tl + 211 Til - 3) II Til (B) nodes. 
Proof : 
(i) The same as in Theorem 4.1(i). 
(ii) From the second algorithm, if ci, CN are the atoms of T other than 
f, we have 
I (f C i ) ... (f C n ) T l = I T l + 2(11 T i l -1) 
and II (f C i ) ... (f -> C n ) - > TII = II TII + 1. 
So, substituting into Theorem 4.1 (ii) we have that the upper bound on 
the number of (B) nodes is (I TI + 211 TII - 3) II TI . 
If f is not in T, the SK - algorithm and the upper bound of Theorem 
4.1 can be used. 
Corollary : 
If in the TI - tree with I- X : T as root, there is no solution for X in 
SKfe in any subtree without type repetition, then there is no solution at 
all. The maximal number of (B) nodes in any branch that needs to be 
checked is (I TI + 211 TII -3)11 TII . 
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By this corollary, we have a decision procedure for a logic with 
implication and intuitionistic negation and we can generate a proof of any 
provable formula in that logic. 
Theorem 6.3 : 
a -> a V b is a theorem in SKfe if we define 
a v b = ( a - > f ) 
Proof : 
By Theorem 5.2 (4) |- a - a -> b has no proof in SK -
logic. But by using axiom fg : f b at the second (B) node , as in 
fig.6.7 , we will find the proof 
^xix2 . fe(x2xi) in SKfe . 
X2 = x 
, fe : f ^ b 
r 2 I- X2 : a 
r 2 I- X2X2 : f 
r 2 l - X i : f 
r 2 l-feXi : b 
xi : a , X2 : a f I- X': b 
l - X : a - > ( a - ^ f ) - > b 
(A) = (B) 
(C) 
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Also, by using the second algorithm and Dekker [8] we have 
^ y i y 2 y 3 y 4 . y 2 ( y 4 y 3 ) : ( f ^ a ) ( f b ) a ( a f ) b 
in SK-logic , thus 
(A.yiy2y3y4 • y2(y4y3))fefe : a (a -> f ) ^ b in SKfg 
which, in this case, reduces to the same proof. 
Theorem 6.4 
The following are not types of any Xfe - terms, and so not theorems of 
SKfe or any of its sublogics (Note Definition 5.1) :-
(1) I- -- -- a a 
( 2 ) I- a ^ b ) ( b a) 
(3) I- a V a a 
(4) I- a & b a 
(5) I- a & b b 
(6) I- a A b a 
(7) I- a A b b 
(8) I- a V b b V a 
(9) I- (a c) & (b c) (a V b) c 
(10) I- (a c) A (b c) (a V b) c 
(11) I- (a c) & (b c) -> (a v^ b) c 
(12) I- (a ^ c) A (b c) -> (a v^ b) c 
(13) I- a & (b V c) -> (a & b) V c 
(14) I- a A (b V c) (a A b) V c 
(15) I- a & (b v i c) -> (a & b ) vi c 
(16) I- a A (b Vj c) ^ (a A b) Vj c. 
Proof : By Dekker [8] and the second SKfe Algorithm. 
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§ 6.4 Weaker logics with implication and 
intuitionistic negation 
In this section we are looking for a decision procedure for some weaker 
logics than SK- logic with the extra axiom I- f -> a . 
Logics without W but with K: 
By Theorem 6.1, we can replace the use of I- f a by I- f -> a 
where a is an atom (tail of a) . Hence the first SKfe algorithm with the 
appropriate restrictions mentioned in § 4.4 gives us a BCKfe and 
BE IKfe Algorithm. 
We can also use a version of the second SKfe algorithm as a BCKfe or 
BB'IKfe Algorithm. Instead of finding just any X such that : 
I- X : (f ci) ^ ... (f ck) X 
where ci, ..., Ck are the atoms of x other than f, or equivalently, if 
X = Xi ... -> Xn ^ a , any X' such that: 
xi : f ^ ci,..., Xk : f -> Ck, Xk+i : Xi, ..., Xk+n : Xn I- X' : a, 
we need one in which Xk+i, ..., Xk+n appear at most once. However 
xi,..., Xk can appear more than once (as these can be replaced by fe's). 
Therefore we have the following theorem : 
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Theorem 6.5 
If I- Y : T has a solution for Y, a BCKfe or BB'IKfe - term, then 
there is a TMC - subtree above this root with no branches having more 
than ((IITII + 1)1x1 + 11x11 - 3)11x11 (B) nodes, that provides that solution. 
The set of all such solutions is finite. 
Proof : 
By Theorem 4.1 the number of (B) nodes in a branch that need to be 
checked is at most (1(31 - 1)11(311 where ¡3 = (f ^ ci) ( f ^ Ck-i) 
X which is (Ixl + 211x11 - 3)11x11 . 
Theorem 6.5 provides us with a decision procedure, which provides 
proofs, for BCKfe and BB'IKfe - logics. By drawing up a tree where 
all branches from the root are continued until they have 
(Ixl + 211x11 - 3)11x11 (B) nodes unless they terminate or die before then, 
all BCKfe solutions are given and that in BBTKfe can be recognised 
in this finite set. 
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Logics with fe but without K (BCIfe , BB Ife and B C I W f e ) 
Note that without K our earlier methods do not work, in particular, we 
cannot change from f a to f a. 
We can extend the SK algorithm to include extra (B) steps as in figure 
6.8 below : 
Ti I- X ' : f : r , I- X ' : f (B) 
r , I- X ' : a T i l - f e X ' :T2 ... Xn ^ a ... l - f e X ' : a 
\ \ / / 
I- X : Ti ^ ... Tn ^ a (A) 
fig. 6.8 
In this way we have a BCIfe, BB'Ife and a BCIWfe algorithm. 
The number of (B) nodes in each branch will be no more than that given 
by Theorem 4.1, however the branches will be longer because of the extra 
nodes that appear between some (A) and (B) nodes. Also there will be for 
more (B) nodes as illustrated above. 
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Theorem 6.6 
a a V b is not a theorem of B B ^ f e , B B ' I K f e or B B ' I W f e 
but it is a theorem of B C I f e and B C K f e if we define 
a v b = ( a - > f ) ->b . 
Proof : 
If f a is allowed as an axiom there is one extra branch from the 
root of the tree in fig. 6.7 given by : 
XI : a I- X': f 
XI : a I- feX': (a ^ f) ^ b 
l - X : a - ^ ( a ^ f ) - ^ b 
This clearly dies. 
So the proof of this theorem in fig. 6.7 is the only one. 
It is an S K f e , a B C K f e and a B C I f e proof but not a B B ' I f e , B B ' I K f e 
or a B B ' I W f e proof. 
Note that this kind of negation is called minimal negation. BB'I logic 
with this negation is called minimal by Anderson and Belnap [1]. 
Elsewhere SK- logic with this negation is referred to as minimal. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Classical Implicational Logic 
(with Weak Negation) 
§ 7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter , we extend the Ben - Yelles algorithm for finding 
proofs in lambda calculus from the intuitionistic implicational logic to 
classical implicational logic by extending the typed lambda calculus to 
include a new operator V , similar to X . Later on we include weak 
negation as in Chapter 5. First, we extend the definition of a term . 
Definition 7.1 ( A.V - terms ) 
(i) Any variable is a ^ V - term. 
(ii) If X is a variable and X and Y are ^V - terms , then (XY), 
(y^x . X) and (Vx . X) are ^V-terms. 
We will use the same abbreviations for terms involving V as we did for 
terms involving X. 
Examples of ^ V- terms : 
(i) X2 .VX3 . X3 (X2 Xi) 
(ii) X2 X3 . X2 (VX4 . X3 X4 Xi) 
(iii) .VX2 .>.X3 . X2 (Xi X3) 
(iv) VXi . VX3 . Xi (X2 X3) 
(V) >^Xi .VX2X3 . X2 (Xi X3) 
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Now, we state the introduction rule Vi. 
Rule Vi X : a B 
Y : a 
Vx . Y : a 
The propositional (as type) part of this rule is the Peirce rule of 
Gentzen which extends intuitionistic implicational logic to classical logic. 
Combinatory logic 
In combinatory logic, instead of V, we add a new " combinator " P 
(Peirce) with the type 
P : ( ( a p) a ) a . 
The type here is the Peirce axiom of classical logic. 
Translations 
The translations of Chapter 3 are extended to cover the X V calculus and 
SKP - combinatory logic by adding : 
ip) (Vx . X)* = P(?ix . X)* 
ipi) = ^y . ( V x . y x ) 
We abbreviate P(?i*x . X*) by V*x . X*. 
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§ 7.2 Proof reduction of Vi in the XV - calculus 
A reduction of classical proofs allows the postponement of all uses of 




X : a ^ P 
Di 
X : a 
Vx . X : a 
D2 
Z : Y 
fig. 7.1 
(1) 
reduces to : 
Vi 
(I) 
z : Y ^ P 
(2) 
u : a 
[u /Vx .X] D2 
[u/Vx . X ] Z : Y 
z([u/Vx . X ] Z) : p 
-^i - ( 2 ) 
Xu . z([u/Vx . X ] Z) : a p 
[Xu . z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] Di 
[Xu . z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] X : a 
. z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] X / Vx . X] D2 
[[^u . z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] X / Vx . X] Z : Y 
Vz. 
(1) 
[[Xu . z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] X / Vx . X] Z : Y 
where u, z g FV(ZX). 
fig. 7.2 
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This proof reduction suggest the general rule for V - postponement as 
follows : 
(Vg) Z > Vz . [[Xu . z([u/Vx . X ] Z)/x] X /Vx . X] Z 
where u, z ^ FV(ZX). 
The following are special cases of this rule :-
(Vi) ( V x . M ) N > V z . ( [ : ^ u . z ( u N ) / x ] M ) N 
where u, z ^ FV(NM). 
(V2) N ( V x . M ) > V z . N ( [ X u . z ( N u ) / x ] M ) 
where u, z ^ FV(NM). 
(Vi) and (V2) postpone a Vi - step past a -^e step as major or a 
minor premise. 
Further, rules such as the following have to be added to the rules of X -
calculus in Chapter 2 to get a XV - calculus; 
(a^) V x . M > V y . [ y / x ] M where y ^ FV(M). 
(^v) M > N V x . M > V x . N 
There are further proof reductions which motivate other XV -
reduction rules (see Bunder and Hirokawa [5]). 
Example 7.1 : 
(I) (2) 
X : a y • P y 
Di 
M : p 
Vi - (2) 
Vy . M : p 
^i (1) 
^ix . Vy . M : a ^ p 
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is reduced to 
(3) 
u : ( a P)-^ Y 
(1) X : a 
(2) 
z : P 
->i 
Xx . z : a p 
u(Xx . z ) : y (2) 
Xz . u(Xx . z) : p —> Y 
X : a ] 
[(>.z.u(;Lx.z))/y] Di 
[(Xz . u(;ix . z))/y] M : P let [(Xz . u(Xx . z))/y]M = M" 
M' : p 
-^i (1) 
Xx.W : a ^ ^ 
Vi (3) 
Vu . . a p 
Example 7.2 : (Proof of W with Vi last) 
(I) 
xi : a -> a —> b 
(2) 
X2: a 
X1X2 : a ^ b 
(3) 
X3 : (a b) ^ b 
x3(xix2) : b (2) 
^X2 . X3(xix2) : a b 
Vi (3) 
Vx3. Xx2 . x3(xix2) : a ^ b 
(1) 
Â xi . Vx3. A.X2 . x3(xix2) : ( a ^ a - > b ) - ^ a - > b 
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becomes : 
(4) 
X3 : a a b 
(3) u : a ^ b 
. . . . ( 4 ) 
. u : (a a -> b) ^ a b z : ((a a b) a ^ b ) b 
->e — - -a) (2) z(^X3 . u) : b XI : a a b X2 : a 
-^i (3) ^ e 
Xu , z(Xx3 . u) : (a b) b xix2 : a ^ b 
->e - - — 
(Xu . z(^X3 . u))(xix2) : b (2) 
X,X2 . (Xu . z(^X3 . u))(xix2) : a b 
-^i (1) 
^X1X2 . (^u . z(>.X3 . U))(X1X2) : ( a - ^ a ^ b ) - ^ a - > b 
Vi (5) 
Vz . X,xix2 . (A,u . z(>.X3 . u))(xix2) : ( a - > a - > b ) - > a - ^ b 
Which reduces to 
Vz . ^xix2 . z(Xx3 . X1X2) : ( a - > a ^ b ) - ^ a - ^ b 
which in turn translates to : 
V*z. ^*xix2 . Z(KxiX2)) 
V*z. . Bz(BKxi) : (a ^ a -> b) -> a -> b 
V*z. BXBK)(Bz) 
P(B(BXBK)B)) : ( a - > a ^ b ) ^ a ^ b 
Now, we will introduce the algorithm for finding proofs in SKP- logic. 
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§ 7.3 Algorithms for SKP 
The algorithm we introduce here will search for a long normal 
form proof of a type t in which all V - steps have been postponed to 
just after the last set oi steps. It is clear from fig 7.1 and 7.2 that 
this postponement can always be performed. 
Let T = Ti ^ X2 ... Tn ^ a, then the proof will take the 
following form : 
X i : T i , . . . , Xn : Tn , Xn+l : T ^ P i , . . . , Xn+p : T p p | - X ' : a 
Xn+1 : T Pi, ..., Xn+p : X ^ Pp I- ?IX1 . . . Xn . X ' : T 
- V X n + 1 . . . Xn+p . X x i . . . Xn . X ^ : T 
fig. 7.3 
Now, we need to discover what forms Pi, P2, ... and Pp can take, so 
we have the following theorem in SKP - logic. 
Theorem 7.1 
The deduction given in fig. 7.3 can be transformed to one in which 
each Pi is an atom of x . 
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Proof : 
Consider the first appearance of an Xn+i on the right of a I- in the 
proof. 
(i) If this is in the form 
XI:TI , ... , Xn+p : X-^ PP, Xn+p+l : Xn+p+l, Xmi Tm I- Xn+i XQ... XF : C 
where c is an atom and pi = Yj ... ^ ŷ . c , then, there is a 
simpler proof of the form : 
Xi: Ti , ..., Xn+i-l : T ^ Pn+i-1 , Xn+i :T-> C, Xn+i+i Pn+i+1 T̂m 
I- Xn+i Xo : C. 
The rest of the proof will have XN+IXO for XN+I XQ... XF and this is 
still a SKP - theorem term. 
If the atom c is not in x, it can be replaced by an atom in t . 
(ii) If this is in the form 
Xi: Ti , ... , Xn+p i T ^ Pp , Xn+p+l • 't̂ n+p+l? ^m • '̂ m 
I- XjXo... XsX n+i Xs+2... X m • 
then j is not n+1 < j < n+p. 
(For, if n+1 < j < n+p then xj , after the changes in (i), has a type 
T-^ d and this is impossible as it require s = 0 , m = 1 and Xn+i: t ) . 
Hence, j < n+1 or j> n+p and TJ is a long negative subtype of x . 
T ^ Pi the type of Xn+i , must then be a long positive subtype of Xj 
and so is a long positive proper subtype of x , which is impossible. 
We then have : 
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Theorem 7.2 
If ci , . . . , Cp are the type variables of T , then to derive I- Y : x 
using Vi , and -^e it is enough to derive 
Xn+l : T Ci , . . . , Xn+p : X Cp I- X : X 
for some term X using only -^i and ^ e • 
A value for Y is then Vxn+i . . . Xn+p . X 
The first SKP algorithm : 
Aim : Given x, to find Y such that I- Y : x. 
Step 1 Identify the distinct type variables Ci . Cp of x . 
Step 2 Find using the SK - algorithm a term X such that 
Xn+i : X -> Ci , . . . , Xn+p : X Cp I- X : X . 
Then Y = Vxn+i . . . Xn+p . X. 
Towards an alternative algorithm 
We can introduce a new variable yi as an inhabitant of each use of 
x-^ Ci in the proof of x where ci's are type variables of x. This gives an 
SK proof of 
yi : (X ci) , . . . , yp : (X Cp) I- X : x 
A given X —> Ci may be used zero or more times and in general we 
have 
I- ?Lyi . . . yp . X : (x ci) ... (x -> Cp) x 
where • • • Yp • X is SK - definable. We therefore have : 
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The second SKP algorithm 
A i m Given x , to find X such that I- X : x. 
Step 1 Identify the distinct type variables Ci . Cp of x . 
•Step-2 Find Y such that I- Y : (x Ci) ... (x Cp) -> x b y 
the SK - algorithm. 
Then X = Vyi . . . yp . Yyi . . . yp represents a proof of x and 
( V y i . . . yp . Yyi . . . yp)* ^ V*yi . . . yp . Y*yi . . . yp 
will represent the Hilbert style proof. 
Now, we will find the number of (B) nodes in the SKP- algorithm 
which we have to consider to give a decision procedure for the SKP-
logic and also to give a proof of any provable classical implicational 
formula. 
Theorem 7.3 (In SKP- logic) 
(i) I- X : X has a solution for X iff the TI - tree with I- X : x at the 
root has a TMC subtree with no TR - branches. 
(ii) If I- X : X has a solution for X in SKP, then there is a TMC 
subtree of TI - tree in which each branch has at most 
((II xll + 1) (I xl + 1) - 2) II xll of (B) nodes. 
Proof : 
(i) The same as in Theorem 4.1(i) 
(ii) If ci, ..., Cn are variables of x, then 
I ( X Ci) ... ( X -> Cn) X I = (II xll + 1) I xl + II xll 
= (II xll + 1) (I xl + 1) - 1 . 
and II (x ci) ... (x Cn) x II = II xll 
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So substituting into Theorem 4.1 (ii) we have that the upper bound on 
the number of (B) nodes is : 
((II T l l + l ) ( l T l + 1 ) -2 )11 Til 
Corollary : 
If in the TI - tree with I- X : T as root, there is no solution for X in 
SKP in any subtree without type repetition, then there is no solution at 
all. The maximal number of (B) nodes in any branch that needs to be 
checked is ((II TII + 1) (I TI + 1) - 2 ) II TII. 
The above theorems also hold if t contains the constant f which 
introduced in the definitions of the various connectives in Chapter 5. At 
this stage we are not assuming the fe rule or axiom. 
Below are two examples using the Peirce rule. 
Example 7.3 
To find a proof of a v a a , where a v b = (a f) b, 
we will add extra hyptheses xi and X2 with types 
(((a f) a) a) f and (((a f) a) -> a) a 
respectively at the root of the TI - tree and use the Ben - Yelles 
algorithm, as in Chapter 4, in figure 7.4 below where 
Tsi = Ts , X7 : (a f) ^ a 
r 3 2 = Tsi , X8: a 
r 3 3 = Tsi , X9 : (a -> f) a . 
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X . = X 4 
• r 5 , X 6 : ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a l - X ^ r a 
r 3 3 l - X 8 : ( ( a - ^ f ) - > a ) - ^ a r 3 2 l - X 6 : ( ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a ) - ^ a r 5 l - X 3 : ( ( a ^ f ) - ^ a ) - > a 
r 3 3 l - x i X g : a r 3 2 l - x i X 6 : f F s l - X2X3 : a 
X 2 = X4 
r 3 i , X 9 : ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a l - X ^ i a r 3 i , X 8 : a l - X ^ f r 4 , X 5 : ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a l - X ; : 
r 3 i I- X 7 : ( ( a - ^ f ) - ^ a ) - > a r 3 i I- X s i a - ^ f r 4 I- X 2 : ( (a 
a 
^ a 
r 3 i I- X 2 X 7 : a r 3 i I- X3X5 :a 
\ / 
r 3 , X7 : (a f) a I- X ^ : a 
T 3 I- X4 : ((a - > f) a) a 
^ 3 I- X2X4 : a 
r 4 l - X 1 X 2 : f 
r 3 , X4 : a I- x[ : f 
r 3 l - X i : a f 
r 3 I- X 3 X 1 : a ( C ) 
x i : (((a f) a) - > a) - > f , X2 : (((a f) a) a) - > a , 
X3 : (a - > f) a I- a ( B ) 
x i : (((a - > f) - > a) - > a) ^ f , X2 : (((a f) a) a) a 
I- X : ((a f) a) a . ( A ) 
f ig. 7 .4 
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From figure 7.4 , we can see that there is no proof of a v a —> a 
in SK- logic but by using the xi and X2 hypotheses we can find proofs 
such as Vxix2. A<X3 . X3(^X4 . x i (^x5 . X4)) : ((a f) a) a by 
the first S K P algorithm and Vxix2 . (^xiX2 . A.X3 . X3(;^X4 . xi(^x5. 
x4)))xix2 by the second algorithm. (The second proof P - reduces to the 
first). 
This translates to 
V*XiX2. A.*X3 . X3(X*X4 . Xi(>.*X5 . X4)) 
= V*XiX2. /̂ *X3 . X3(^*X4 . Xi(KX4)) 
= V*XiX2. ^*X3 . X3(Bxi(>.*X4 . KX4)) 
^V*XiX2. ^*X3.X3(Bxi(K)) 
= V*XiX2. C(A.*X3 . X3)(BxiK) 
= V*X1X2. CI(BxiK) 
= V*X1. P(:^*X2.CI(BXIK)) 
= V*xi.P(K(CI(BxiK))) 
= .P(K(CI(BxiK)))) 
= P(BP(?i*xi . K(CI(BxiK)))) 
= P(BP(BK(^*xi .CI(BxiK)))) 
= P(BP(BK(B(CI)(:^*xi . BxiK)))) 
= P(BP(BK(B(CI)(C(^*xi . Bxi)K)))) 
= P(BP(BK(B(CI)(CBK)))) 
which will represent the Hilbert style proof. 
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Example 7.4 
T o find proofs of a Vj b b V j a if a V j b = (a ^ b ) —>b 
we add two variables x i and X2 with types (((a ^ b) b) (b a) 
- > a) a and (((a ^ b) b) (b a) - > a) b respectively 
at the root, as in figure 7.5 below where 
r4i = r4, xi2:(a->b)-^b, xi3:b-^a. 
r 4 2 = r 4 , x io : (a ->b) ->b, x i i : b - ^ a . 
From figure 7.5 , we can see that there is no proof of 
a V j b b V j a in S K - logic but by using the extra hypotheses x i 
and X2 we can find proofs such as 
VX1X2 . X̂3X4 . X4(X3(>.X5 . X2(Xxexj . X5))) : ((a b) b) - > (b 
a) a by the first S K P algorithm and 
VX1X2. (>-XiX2 . ?IX3X4 . X4(X3(^X5 . , X5))))X1X2 : ((a b) ^ 
b) ^ (b - > a) a by the second S K P algorithm. 
This translates to V * x i x 2 . ^*X3X4 . X4(X3(^*X5 . X2(^*X6X7. X 5 ) ) ) 
which wi l l represent the Hilbert style proof. 




T v , X 8 : ( a - ^ b ) ^ b , X 9 : b - > a I - X ^ r a 
T y l - X 4 : ( ( a - ^ b ) - > b ) - > ( b - ^ a ) - > a 




r 5 , X 6 : ( a - > b ) - > b , x y . ' b - ^ a I - X ^ . - a 
Tsl- X 3 : ( ( a - ^ b ) - ^ b ) - ^ ( b - ^ a ) - ^ a 
r 4 2 l - X 4 X 5 : a T s I - X 2 X 3 : b 
r 4 , X i o : ( a - ^ b ) - ^ b , x i i : b - ^ a I - X ^ r a r 4 , X 5 : a l - X n : b 
r 4 i l - X 4 X 7 : a r 4 l - X 5 : ( ( a - > b ) - ^ b ) - ^ ( b - ^ a ) - > a r 4 l - X 2 : a b 
r 4 , x i 2 : ( a - ^ b ) - > b , x i 3 : b - ^ a I - X ^ r a r 4 I - X 2 X 5 : b r 4 I - X 3 X 2 - b 
I \ / 
r 4 I - X 6 : ( ( a - ^ b ) - ^ b ) - ^ ( b - ^ a ) - ^ a r 4 I - X i : b 
r 4 I - X 1 X 6 : a r 4 I - X 4 X 1 : a ( C ) 
X I : (((a b) b) (b -> a) a) a , 
X2 : (((a ^ b) ^ b) • -> (b a) -> a) b , X3 : (a b) 
x4 : b -> a 1- X': a (B) 
XI : (((a b) b) -^ (b -> a) -> a) - a , X2 : (((a b) b) 
(b ^ a) a) b 1- X : ((a b) b) (b a) a (A) 
fig. 7.5 
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Now, by using " Brouwer 6.0 " (see Dekker [8] .) we will give 
further examples which form Theorems 7.5 and 7.6 below. In some cases 
fewer than the maximum number of Xi : x Ci assumptions were used 
to save computer time. 
Weaker logics with P (or Vi) but without the fe axiom : 
We add the following to the translations in § 7.1 
ip2) (Xi, X2, ..., Xn ; P ) , = P 
ips) (Xi, X2, Xn ; VXn+1 . Y = (xi, X2, ..., Xn ; P(Xx n+i . Y)).. 
Example : If * is (i r| b b^) then 
( ; Xxi .Vx3 .Xx2 . X3 (xi X2))* 
= K x i . (xi ; Vx3 .Xx2 . X3 (xi X2))» 
= X*xi . (xi ; P(Xx3 .X\2 • X3 (xi X2)))» 
= X*xi . (xi ; P)» (xi ; ?ix3 .;\,X2 . X3 (xj X2))» 
= X*xi. . (xi, X3 ; Xx2 . X3 (xi X2))*) 
= • • • (Xl, X3, X2 ; X3 ) , (Xi, X3, X2 ; Xi X2))*)) 
= X * X l . m l \ .X3(X, X2))) 
= X * x , . ¥ { X % . B'iX'^;''^ . X,X2) x , ) ) 
= X*Xi . . B'Xi X3 ) 
= X * x i . P ( B ' x i ) 
= BP (X*xi . B 'x i ) 
= BPB . 
This example shows the first part of the following theorem. 
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Theorem 7.4 
(i) A combinator with the type of W can be defined in any logic with 
B, B ' and P. 
(ii) The type of K can be defined from those of B, P, C and 1. 
(iii) The type of C can be definable form those of B, W, B' and K. 
Proof : 
(i) Using , -^e and Vi we can deduce that 
BPB ' : (a (a -> b)) -> a b 
which is the same as the type of W . 
(ii) B(BP)(BC(CI)) : a ^ b a 
(iii) C = B(BW)(B(B (BB'K))B ). 
B P B ' of course does not have the property of the combinator W 
which is Wxy t> xyy. Similarly, the combinator in the proof of (ii) does 
not have the reduction property of K. 
It follows that the only logics of interest are B B T and B B ' I P . 
BCIP and BCKP are the same as SKP. 
Note 1 : In the proof reduction shown in fig.7.2 the hypotheses 
introduced in D2 can only be cancelled in D2 but hypotheses introduced in 
Di may be cancelled in Di or D2 . So in the normalized deduction fig. 7.2 
they may be cancelled without first being introduced. 
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A Vi step postponed past a ->iBCI step turns this into a -^ ibck 
step and hence, this proof reduction works, in general, only for logics 
that contain K. 
Note 2 : Also, a Vi step postponed after a step turns this into 
a step and hence, this proof reduction works, in general, only for 
logics that contain W. 
Hence for the two weaker systems B B T and BB'IP, our earlier 
methods do not work because we need both K and W to postpone Vi. 
Theorem 7.5 
The following are theorems of SKP - logic :-
(1) a V a a 
(2) ((a b) a) a 
(3) a Vj b b Vj a 
(4) (a c) ^ (b c) a Vi b ^ c 
(5) a & (b v j c) (a & b) Vj c 
(6) a A (b Vj c) (a A b) Vj c 
Proof : 
In each case, this follows from Definition 5.1, the given ¡^-V - proof 
using the second SKP algorithm and the translations of Chapter 3 : 
(1) VXiX2.(î XiX2X3 . X3(>.X4 . X2(?IX5 . Xi(>.X6 . X4))))XiX2 I 
((a f) -> a) a . 
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(2) VX1X2.(̂ X1X2X3 . x i ( X x 4 . X3(}iX5 . X2(XX6 . x5))))xix2 : 
((a ^ b) a) ^ a 
(3) VXiX2. (>.XiX2X3X4 . X4(X3(;̂ X5 . X2CkxeX'] . XiiXx^Xg . X5)))))XiX2: 
((a b) b) -> (b -> a) -> a 
(4) VXiX2X3.(?tXiX2X3X4X5X6 . X4(Xi( ^X7X8X9 . Xs(Xe(}^Xio • ^gC^^W • 
(?LXi2XI3XI4 . X7Xio)))))))XiX2X3 : 
(a c) (b ^ c) -> ((a b) -> b) c 
(5) VX1X2X3X4 .(̂ XiX2X3X4X5X6 . X^Ckx-j . XsiXxgXg . X4(?lXioXii . X9(?LXi2 
. Xii (?IX13 . Xio(?^Xi4Xi5 . Xi3(Xi(?tXi6Xi7 . X i s i ^ X i g . X17 ( X x i g . X16 
(?IX20X21 . X7X14X18))))) Xi2)))))))XiX2X3X4 I 
((a ((b c ) ^ c) -> f) f) -> (((a -> b -> f) f) ^ c) c. 
(6) VX1X2X3X4 .(̂ XiX2X3X4X5X6 . X6(?lX7 . X^iXxgXg . X4(>tXioXii . X8X9 
(?IX12 . Xii (?LXi3 . Xio(?^Xi4Xi5 . X7(^Xi6 . Xi2)(Xi( JlXnXig . X14X15 (?lXi9 . 
Xis (?IX20 . Xi7 (?IX21X22 • X2o(̂ X23 • X19) X22 ))))))))))))XlX2X3X4 : 
(((a (b c)-^ c) a f) f) ((((a ^ b) ^ a f) 
f) c) -> c. 
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Theorem 7.6 
Parts (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Theorem 7.5 are also B B T and BB'IP 
theorems. 
Proof : 
The following terms and types demonstrate the proofs using Vi 
(Peirce's law) :-
(1) Xxi.Vx2 . xiX2 : ((a f) ^ a) a ( or P) 
(3) >wxix2.vx3 . x2(xix3) : ((a -> b) b) -> (b -> a) a 
(4) ?IX1X2X3 . VX4 . X2(X3(?IX5 . X4(XiX5))) : 
(a -> c) -> (b ^ c) ^ ((a b) ^ b) c 
Theorem 7.7 
The following are not types of any term and so not theorems of SKP or 
any of its subsystems :-
(1) I a a 
(2) I- ( - - a ^ b) -> (b a) 
(3) I- a & b a 
(4) I- a & b - ^ b 
(5) I- a A b a 
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(6) 1- a A b b 
(7) 1- a > a V b 
(8) 1- a V b ^ b V a 
(9) 1- (a c) & (b ^ c ) — > (a V b) - c 
(10) 1- (a c) A (b — > (a V b) - c 
(11) 1- (a ^ c) & (b (a Vi b) c 
(12) 1- (a -> c) A (b (a Vj b) -> c 
(13) 1- a & (b V c) - (a & b) V c 
(14) 1- a A (b V c) --> (a A b) V c. 
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CHAPTER 8 
Classical Logic 
In this chapter, we extend the Ben - Yelles Algorithm to some logics 
with connectives other than using a collection of properties from 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 . These logics will have : 
fe : f a and P : ( ( a ^ (3) a ) a (or VO 
and the definitions of v , A of Definition 5.1. 
In a proof in classical logic of a theorem T, written in terms of 
and f only, we assume that all Vi steps are postponed to the end of the 
proof. So we have an SKfe proof followed by Vj steps. 
We use yi as an inhabitant of each use of f ci in the SKfe part of 
the proof where the Ci's are the type variables of x. This gives an SK 
proof of 
x i : T ci , . . . , Xk: T Ck , yi : f ci , . . . , yk : f Ck I- X : x 
So we have 
yi : f ci , . . . , yk : f -> Ck I- Vxi . . . Xk . X :x 
then I- Xyi . . . yk • Vxi . . . Xk . X : (f ci) ... (f ^ Ck) x 
The classical proof is then given by 
I- [fe/yiv . fe/yk] Vxi . . . Xk . X :x 
or I- Vxi . . . Xk . [fe/yi,. • fe/yJ X :x. 
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Alternatively, if 
I- Y : (T Ci)-^ . . . -^(T Ck) ->(f Ci)->. . . -^(f ^ Ck)-^ T 
then XI : T ci , . . . , xk : X -> Ck I- Yxi. . . Xkfe. • i e : x 
and so I- Vxi . . . xk . Yxi. . . Xkfe . . i e : x 
We therefore have : 
The SKPfe algorithm 
Aim To find X such that I- X : x. 
Step 1 Identify the distinct type variables ci . Ck of x, where Ck 
i s f . 
Step 2 Find Y using the SK - algorithm such that 
I- Y : (X -> ci) ... (X Ck) -> (f ci) ... (f -> Ck-i) X 
Step 3 Then in SKPfe : 
I- Vxi . . . Xk . Yxi. . . Xkfe . . .fe : X. 
Now, we extend Theorem 4.1 to find the maximum number of (B) 
nodes that need to be considered in the above algorithm to find proofs in 
SKPfe. 
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Theorem 8.1 In SKPfe - logic : 
(i) I- X : T has a solution for X iff the TI - tree with 
I- Y : (T Ci) ... (X Cn) (f Ci) ... (f -> Cn) -> T 
at the root has a TMC subtree with no TR - branches. 
(ii) If I- X : T has a solution for X , then there is a TMC subtree of the 
TI - tree in (i) in which each branch has at most 
((II T i l + 1) (I T l + 3) - 4) II T i l (B) nodes. 
Proof : 
(i) As for Theorem 4.1(i). 
(ii) If ci, Cn are the variables of T, then 
I (T -> Ci) -> ... (T Cn) (f Ci) ... (f Cn) T I 
= 3 II Til + (II Til + 1 ) I Tl 
= (II Til + 1 ) ( I Tl + 3 ) - 3 
and, assuming f is in T, 
II ( T -> Ci) ... ( T Cn) (f Ci) ... (f Cn) T II = II T I I 
So substituting into Theorem 4.1 (ii) we have that the upper bound on 
the number of (B) nodes is : 
((II Til+ 1)0 TI + 3 ) -4) II Til 
Corollary : 
If in the TI - tree with I- X : T as root, there is no solution for X in 
SKPfe in any subtree without type repetition, then there is no solution at 
all. The maximal number of (B) nodes in any branch that needs to be 
checked is ((II Tll+ 1) (I TI + 3) - 4 ) II TII. 
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Example 8.1 
To find a proof of a v b - ^ b v a using fe and P 
where a v b = ( a - > f ) - ^ b 
We will add five extra hypotheses T5 = xi: (((a -> f) b) (b 
-> f) a) a, X2 : (((a f) b) (b f) a) -> b, X3: (((a 
f) b) (b f) -> a) ^ f, X4 : f - ^ a and X5 : f ^ b 
at the root of a TI - tree for ((a f) b) (b f) a and 
proceed with the SK- algorithm as in Chapter 4 as in figure 8.1. 
Note that some branches are omitted. 
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f 
^ 8 = Xio 
T i o , x i i : ( a - > f ) ^ b , x n r b - ^ f I- X g : a 
T i o I- X g : ( ( a ^ f ) ^ b ) ^ ( b - ^ f ) ^ a 
F i o I- x i X g : b 
T i o I - X 7 : b 
F i o I- X 7 X 7 : f 
T g , x i o : a I- X g : f 
r ? I- X e : a ^ f 
r 9 I- x g X g : b 
T g I- X 3 : b : : 
T g l - X g X j l f r 9 l - X 3 X 4 : f T g l - X y X j : f 
\ / \ / 
Tgl-Xa.- f r 7 l - X i o : ( ( a - ^ f ) - > b ) - > ( b ^ f ) - ^ a r 7 l - X n : b 
r 9 l - X 4 X 2 : a r 7 l - X 3 X i o : f T ? ! - X 7 X 1 1 : f ( C ) I \ / 
r 7 , X 8 : ( a ^ f ) ^ b , X 9 : b - ^ f I- X j : a r 7 l - X 9 : f 
r 7 l - X i : ( ( a - > f ) - ^ b ) ^ ( b ^ f ) a V^\- X 9 : f 
r 7 I- x i X i : a r 7 I- X4X9 : a 
T s , X6 : (a ^ f ) b , X7 : b f I- X ' : a 
T s I- X : ((a - > f ) ^ b ) ^ (b ^ f ) ^ a 
f i g 8. 1 
( B ) 
( A ) 
( C ) 
( B ) 
( A ) 
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From figure 8.1 , we can find a proof such as 
VX1X2X3 . (>1X1X2X3X4X5X6X7 .Xi(A,X8X9 .X4(X9(X6(̂ X10 .X7(X2( A,Xi 1X12 
•^10)))))))xiX2X3fefe : ((a f) b) ^ (b —> f) —> a in SKPfe. 
Of course all theorems of classical logic are theorems of SKPfe, Some 
more examples using " Brouwer 6.0 " (see Dekker [8]) appear in Theorem 
8.2 below. 
Note that we need both K and W for postponement, so the earher 
methods do not work for the weaker systems BBTfe and BB^Pfe. 
Theorem 8.2 
The following are theorems in the SKPfe - logic :- (Consider 
Definition 5.1) 
(1) -- -- a ^ a 
(2) a -> b) -> (b a) 
(3) a & b -> a 
(4) a & b ^ b 
(5) a A b a 
(6) a A b -> b 
(7) (a c) & (b ^ c) (a V b) -> c 
(8) (a -> c) A (b c) (a V b) c 
(9) (a c) & (b -> c) (a v j b) c 
(10) (a c) A (b c) (a vi b) -> c 
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( 1 1 ) a & (b V c) (a & b ) V c 
(12) a A (b V c) - > (a A b) V c 
Proof : 
In each case, this f o l l o w s from the given X-V- proofs and the 
translations of Chapter 3 : 
( 1 ) V X 1 X 2 . (?IX1X2X3X4 . X 3 ( X 4 ( ^ X 5 . X 2 ( ^ X 6 . X 5 ) ) ) ) X i X 2 f e : 
((a f) f) a 
(2) V X 1 X 2 X 3 . (>tXiX2X3X4X5X6X7 . X i i X x ^ X g . X 4 ( x e i l x i o .X^Ckxu 
.X3(?lXi2Xi3 .Xii))(X2(?lXi4Xi5 .Xio)))X7)))xiX2X3fefe : 
(3) VX1X2X3 . (>1X1X2X3X4X5X6 .X1(>.X7 .X4(X6(A,X8X9 , x j ( X x i o x u .x^iXxn 
.xio))))))xiX2X3fefe : 
((a b ^ f) f) a 
( 4 ) V X 1 X 2 X 3 . ( ^ X i X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6 , X 2 ( X x j . X s i X j i X x s X g . X ^ i X x i Q X u . X ^ i X x n 
.X9))))))xiX2X3fefe : ( ( a - ^ b - ^ f ) - > f) ^ b 
( 5 ) VX1X2X3 . (>1X1X2X3X4X5X6 . Xi(?LX7 .X4(X7(?IX8X9 .X6(>lXioXii .X3(?lXi2 
.xii))))))xiX2X3fefe : (((a ^ b ) - ^ a - > f ) - > f) - > a 
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(6) VX1X2X3 . (^XiX2X3X4X5X6 . X2(XX'7 .X4(xe(XxsX9 .X j (Xx \oXi i . X ^ i X x n 
.xio(xi(?LXi3 .X8X9))))))))xiX2X3fefe : (((a f ) - ^ b 
( 7 ) VX1X2X3X4 . (X,XiX2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 . XyCxgC>.XioXi 1 .X4(Xxi2Xi3 .XH 
(X9(>.Xi4 .X4(?IX15X16 .XioXi4))))))XiX2X3X4fefefe : 
( ( ( a C) (b c) - > f ) - > f ) ((a f ) ^ b) c 
(8 ) VX1X2X3X4 . (>1X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 .X7(X8(^XioXii .X4(?IX12X13 .XioXn 
(X9(?IX14 .X4(?IX15X16 .XiiXi4)))))))xiX2X3X4fefefe : 
( ( ( (a c) b - > c ) - ^ (a - > c) ^ f ) f ) ((a f ) b ) c 
(9 ) VX1X2X3X4 . (>1X1X2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 . X7(X8(?.X10X11 .X4(>.Xi2Xi3 .Xn 
(X13(>.X14 .X9(?IX15 .X2(>.X16X17 .XioXi4))))))))XiX2X3X4fefefe 
( ( (a c) (b c ) - > f ) f ) ^ ((a b ) b) c 
(10)VX1X2X3X4 . (>wXiX2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 . X7(X8( ^wXiqXI 1 .X4( >.Xi2Xi3.XioXi 1 
(X9(?IX14 .X6(X4(?IX15X16 .XiiXi4))))))))XiX2X3X4fefefe : 
( ( ( (a c) b c ) - > (a ^ c) ^ f ) f ) ((a b ) ^ b ) ^ c. 
( 1 1 ) VX1X2X3X4 . (^XiX2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 . X7(X8( iqX 11 .X4( A.X12X13.X11 
(?IX14 .X9(?tXi5 . Xi5XioXi4))))))xiX2X3X4fefefe : 
( (a ( (b - > f ) c) f ) f ) ^ (((a ^ b - ^ f ) - ^ f ) 
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(12) VX1X2X3X4 . (A,XiX2X3X4X5X6X7X8X9 . XyCxgC ^XIQXI 1 .XQC ^Xi2.Xi2( ¡^Xn 
.X6(X4(A.XI4XI5 .XioXI3(XXI6 .XI4( X^XiyXig .Xi5( ^Xi9.Xi9( X20 .X16) X20)))))) 
Xii))))xiX2X3X4fefefe : 
(((a (b ^ f) ^ c) a ^ f) f) -> ((((a b) ^ a f) -> 
f) -> f) c. 
Theorem 8.3 
Parts (1) and (6) of Theorem 8.2 are also a B B T f e and B B ' I P f e 
theorems. 
Proof : 
The following terms and types demonstrate the proofs using fe and Vi : 
(1) ?LX1 .VX2 . fe(xi(?iX3 . X2X3)) : 
((a f) f) a 
(6) >̂ Xi . VX2 . fe(Xi(?lX3X4 . X2(X3X4))) : 
(((a ^ b) -> a f) f) b 
Conclusions 
Given a formula x of implicational logic, the Long (x) Generating 
Algorithm of Bunder determines the (possibly empty) set of X - terms 
which have x as a type and so, via the formulas as types isomorphism, the 
set of its proofs can be determined. Also using the translations in Chapter 
3, the corresponding Hilbert - style proofs can be obtained. 
This algorithm appHes to SK - logic (intuitionistic implicational logic) 
and has been extended to some weaker logics such as BCK, BCI, BCIW, 
B E ' I and B B ' I K . Some of these have been implemented by Dekker in 
Brouwer 6,0. 
In this thesis we prove that we can use these algorithms to cover some 
logics with connectives other than 
By defining --a by a f where f is a type constant and defining &, 
A and V in terms of f and we proved some properties of these 
connectives. 
In logics with the extra axiom fe : f ^ a , we converted a formula x 
to one x^ The proof of x ' in SK - logic using the earlier algorithms led 
to the proof of x using the extra axiom. We did the same for logics with 
the Peirce axiom, with or without fe : f - ^ a . 
The theorem prover Brouwer 6.0 therefore now extends to full 
classical propositional logic and to a large number of sublogics such as 
BCKfe , BCIfe, BB Ife, BB IKfe and BCIWfe . Not all of our 
techniques applied to some weaker logics such as BB ' IP and BB'IPfe, 
we proved some results in these logics without Brouwer 6.0. 
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